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Abstract. We describe the boundary of linear subvarieties in the moduli space of multi-scale differen-
tials. Linear subvarieties are algebraic subvarieties of strata of (possibly) meromorphic differentials that
in local period coordinates are given by linear equations. The main example of such are affine invariant
submanifolds, that is, closures of SL(2,R)-orbits. We prove that the boundary of any linear subvariety
is again given by linear equations in generalized period coordinates of the boundary. Our main tech-
nical tool is an asymptotic analysis of periods near the boundary of the moduli space of multi-scale
differentials which yields further techniques and results of independent interest.
1. Introduction
Let µ = (µ1, . . . , µn) ∈ Zn, ∑ni=1 µi = 2g − 2. The stratum H(µ) is the moduli space consisting
of pairs (X, ω) where X is a Riemann surface of genus g and ω is a meromorphic differential with
multiplicities of zeroes and poles prescribed by µ. The projectivized stratum PH(µ) is the quotient
of H(µ) by C∗, where C∗ acts on a differential by rescaling. Strata have a natural linear structure,
i.e. a set of coordinates, distinguished up to the action of the linear group, called period coordinates,
such that the transition functions are linear. A special class of subvarieties of strata is given by linear
subvarieties.
Definition 1.1. A (C)-linear subvariety M is an irreducible algebraic subvariety of a stratum H(µ)
that, at any point, is given by a finite union of linear subspaces in local period coordinates.
A particularly important class of linear subvarieties are affine invariant submanifolds. Those are linear
subvarieties in strata of holomorphic differentials where the linear subspaces are defined over the real
numbers.
By a combination of [EM13] and [Fil16], affine invariant submanifolds are exactly orbit closures of
the natural SL(2,R)-action.
Linear subvarieties in projectivized strata are usually not compact. For example, affine invariant sub-
manifolds are never compact since one can use cylinder deformations to degenerate to a stable curve.
Recently in [BCGGM19] the authors constructed a modular compactification PΞMg,n(µ) of the pro-
jectivized stratum PH(µ), the moduli space of projectivized multi-scale differentials. The goal of this
paper is to study the boundary of a linear subvariety in PΞMg,n(µ).
The boundary PΞMg,n(µ)\PH(µ) parametrizes multi-scale differentials, i.e. stable curves together
with a collection of meromorphic differential forms on the irreducible components, subject to several
technical conditions, which we recall in Section 2.4. Furthermore, the boundary decomposes into a
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union of open boundary strata, each of which possesses a natural linear structure induced by general-
ized period coordinates. We will explain the structure of the boundary in more detail in Section 2.7.
For technical reasons we work with the “unprojectivized" moduli space of multi-scale differentials
ΞMg,n(µ). The group C∗ acts on ΞMg,n(µ) by rescaling and PΞMg,n(µ) = ΞMg,n(µ)/C∗ is the
quotient. Our main result is as follows.
Theorem 1.2 (Main theorem). Let M ⊆ H(µ) be a C-linear subvariety. Then the intersection of the
closure M ⊆ ΞMg,n(µ) with any open boundary stratum DΓ of the moduli space ΞMg,n(µ) of multi-
scale differentials is a levelwise linear subvariety, for the natural linear structure on the boundary
stratum D
Γ
⊂ ∂ΞMg,n(µ).
Furthermore, the linear equations for ∂M ∩ D
Γ
are explicitly computable from the linear equations
for M near the boundary.
For this statement, we recall that the irreducible components of stable curves in the boundary of
ΞMg,n(µ) are stratified by levels, depending on the vanishing order of the differential on each compo-
nent along one-parameter families. By a levelwise linear subvariety we mean that each linear equation
only relates periods of the differential along curves contained in the same level.
This version of the main theorem is only a preliminary qualitative result. In the course of the paper we
state several more precise versions. Once we define the linear structure of the boundary, we can make
a more precise, but still qualitative statement, given in Theorem 2.2. Later, in Sections 7, 8 and 10,
we will be able to determine the explicit equations defining the boundary ∂M ∩D
Γ
provided we know
the linear equations defining M at a point near the boundary. In Proposition 8.2 we give an explicit
formula in local coordinates, while Proposition 10.1 gives a coordinate-free description of the linear
equations defining ∂M.
Our main technical tool is a detailed asymptotic analysis of the behavior of periods near the boundary
of ΞMg,n(µ). When integrating differentials over cycles passing through nodes of the limiting stable
curve, the period might diverge logarithmically. In particular, periods do not extend as holomorphic
functions to the boundary ∂ΞMg,n(µ), but they do extend after subtracting their logarithmic diver-
gences. We call the resulting functions log periods. The first part of the paper is devoted to properly
defining log periods and computing their limits at the boundary.
Log periods can also be viewed naturally in the context of Hodge theory. Stated in this language, the
extension of log periods can be seen as an analogue of Schmid’s nilpotent orbit theorem [Sch73] in
the flat setting. We discuss the relations to Hodge theory in Section 7. See also [CMZ20] for similar
discussions.
The linear equations of the boundary. We now explain how to obtain the linear equations defin-
ing the intersection of a boundary stratum with the closure of a linear subvariety M from the linear
equations defining M near the boundary.
Let (X, η) be a multi-scale differential in the boundary of M ∩ D
Γ
. The stable curve X has two types
of nodes: vertical nodes connect irreducible components of different levels, while horizontal nodes
connect components of the same level. Near the boundary stratum D
Γ
of ΞMg,n(µ), every smooth
surface can be cut by simple closed curves into subsurfaces of different levels. The subsurface of level
i specializes to the irreducible components of X of level i under degeneration.
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In a period chart inside H(µ), a linear equation for M is a homology class F = ∑l Al[γl] where the
collection {γl} is a suitable basis for relative homology, called a Γ-adapted homology basis. We define
the notion of Γ-adapted basis in Section 4.5. Roughly speaking one starts by choosing a homology
basis for each subsurface of level i and extends those to a basis on the whole surface by only passing
through lower levels.
We say F is of top level at most i, if it can be represented by a sum of paths, each of which is
completely contained in the subsurface of level ≤ i. To obtain the equations for the boundary proceed
as follows. Start with the defining equations F1, . . . , Fk for M, written in terms of a Γ-adapted bases
and put into reduced row echelon form. Then for each Fl repeat the following steps.
(1) Determine the top level >(Fl) of Fl.
(2) If the equation Fl crosses horizontal nodes of level >(Fl), delete it.
(3) Otherwise, restrict Fl to each irreducible component of X of level >(Fl). The resulting cycle
then defines an equation for ∂M ∩ D
Γ
.
We describe the restriction procedure more explicitly in Section 4. The collection of linear equations
obtained in this way are then the linear equations defining the boundary of M. In Section 9 we give
an explicit example illustrating the above process.
Potential applications. The main theorem gives a novel tool to study the classification problem for
affine invariant submanifolds. Let M ⊆ H(µ) be an affine invariant submanifold. Then by Theorem 1.2
the intersection of ∂M with any boundary stratum is a lower dimensional linear subvariety. One can
now try to iterate this process inductively. A useful consequence of Theorem 1.2 for this approach is
the following corollary.
Corollary 1.3. If the linear equations for M are defined over a field K ⊆ C, then the linear equations
∂M intersected with any open boundary stratum of ΞMg,n(µ) are defined over a subfield of K.
Another consequence of the proof of Theorem 1.2 are restrictions on the possible linear equation
defining M inside H(µ) arising from considerations of invariance under monodromy. The precise
statement is given in Remark 7.7. This should be compared to the cylinder deformation theorem
[Wri15, Thm. 5.1] which also restricts the possible linear equations, albeit in a slightly different
language and thus the results are not directly comparable. In a forthcoming work [BDG20] we will
investigate in detail the relation of our approach to cylinder deformation results, and with applications
to describing the geometry and combinatorics of possible degenerations of affine invariant manifolds.
More precisely, we will show that the cylinder deformation theorem for affine invariant submanifold
is a direct consequence of algebraicity. Furthermore we determine the explicit analytic equations for
the closure of linear subvarieties in plumbing coordinates in a neighborhood of the boundary, rather
than just describing the boundary.
Algebraicity. We stress that our setup only works for algebraic subvarieties that are locally given by
finitely many linear subspaces, and does not apply to merely analytic subvarieties. By [Fil16] affine
invariant submanifolds, i.e. analytic subvarieties given by subspaces defined over the real numbers,
are always algebraic. On the other hand, [BM19] have communicated to us an example of an ana-
lytic subvariety of a meromorphic stratum which is locally defined by linear equations with rational
coefficients, which is not algebraic.
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Algebraicity is only used once in the argument, in Section 7.3, where we use the classical fact that the
Euclidean closure of an algebraic variety in an algebraic compactification coincides with the Zariski
closure and in particular is an analytic variety.
Afterwards, we use the fact that every boundary point of an analytic variety is the limit of a holomor-
phic one-parameter family, and not just of some sequence. This will ultimately allow us to avoid the
cautionary example from [CW19, Section 4] and take limits of linear equations. We will discuss the
cautionary example in more detail in Remark 7.10.
1.1. Relationship to previous work. Degenerations of affine invariant submanifolds have been con-
sidered in [MW15, CW19]. If we consider a family of differentials inside the Hodge bundle, the limit
on a stable curve is a collection of differentials on each irreducible component with at most simple
poles at the nodes and opposite residues at each node. In [MW15, CW19] the authors consider a
partial compactification H˜(µ) of H(µ) which is constructed by removing all nodes and filling them
in with marked points, and contracting all components where the differential vanishes. Thus they
only consider the top level part of a limit multi-scale differential in the boundary. Each differential
(X∞, ω∞) ∈ H˜(µ) is contained in a stratum H(ω∞) with at most simple poles. The resulting partial
compactification is called “WYSIWYG” compactification because only the parts of the limit are con-
sidered that are represented by flat surfaces of positive area. The following is a description of the
boundary of an affine invariant submanifold inside H˜(µ).
Theorem 1.4 ([CW19, Thm. 1.2] ). Let M be an affine invariant submanifold and (X∞, ω∞) ∈ H˜(µ)
with no simple poles. The intersection of the boundary ∂M ∈ H˜(µ) with the stratum H(ω∞) ⊆ H˜(µ)
is an algebraic variety, locally given by finitely many subspaces in the period coordinates ofH(ω∞).
Furthermore, assume that a sequence (Xn, ωn) of points of M converges to (X∞, ω∞). After removing
finitely many terms, the sequence (Xn, ωn) may be partitioned into finitely many subsequences such
that for each subsequence the tangent space to a branch of ∂M ∩ H(ω∞) at (X∞, ω∞), inside H˜(µ),
is equal to the intersection of the tangent space of a branch of M at (Xn, ωn) and the tangent space of
H(ω∞), for n sufficiently large. Here we use the fact that, since (X∞, ω∞) is has no simple poles, the
tangent space toH(ω∞) is naturally a subspace ofH(µ) at (Xn, ωn).
Theorem 1.2 should then be seen as an analogue of Theorem 1.4 for the moduli space of multi-scale
differentials. Roughly speaking, Theorem 1.4 says that the boundary of an affine invariant submanifold
is given by linear equations on all components of the limit where the differential does not vanish. After
suitable rescaling, the limits become non-zero on the remaining components, and we show that, after
rescaling, the whole boundary is given by linear equations.
There exists a forgetful map p : ΞMg,n(µ)→ H˜(µ) by sending a multi-scale differential to its top level
piece. In Section 11 we will see that our results quickly imply Theorem 1.4. The crucial observation
is that p has compact fibers. In the presence of simple poles and multiple levels, the description of
the tangent space to the boundary in ΞMg,n(µ) is much more involved than Theorem 1.4, and the
complete description is given by Proposition 10.1.
The proofs in [MW15, CW19] use the theory of cylinder deformations and thus only work for affine
invariant submanifolds, our results on the other hand work for linear subvarieties with arbitrary coef-
ficients and in meromorphic strata, provided that they are algebraic.
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1.2. Outline of the proof. The proof of Theorem 1.2 can be roughly divided into two parts. The first
part is to determine a set of linear equations that are satisfied by any boundary point of ∂M. Afterwards
we need to show that every point on the boundary satisfying those linear equations is indeed in M.
After choosing a homology basis {γ1, . . . , γn}, M can locally near x0 ∈ M be written as
M =
∑
l
Akl
∫
γl
ω = 0

for a matrix A = (Akl)kl in reduced row echelon form. Naïvely one would now take the limit of
these equations as ω approaches the boundary of ΞMg,n(µ), but the periods
∫
γl
ω, which are locally
holomorphic functions on H(µ) cannot be extended holomorphically to the boundary. Firstly, due to
monodromy one cannot continuously extend the cycles [γl] to a whole neighborhood of the boundary
and secondly, along a sequence converging to the boundary the period might diverge. In Section 5 we
thus study the asymptotic behavior of periods as they approach the boundary of ΞMg,n(µ). The main
result of that section, Theorem 5.2, says that after subtracting suitable, explicitly given, multivalued,
logarithmic terms, the period
∫
γ
ω becomes monodromy invariant and extends holomorphically to
ΞMg,n(µ). The resulting extended “periods” are called log periods. In Theorem 5.2 we additionally
compute the limit of the log periods at the boundary ∂ΞMg,n(µ).
We can now describe our strategy to produce linear equations satisfied on the boundary of M, which
is the content of Section 7. Let b0 ∈ ∂M be a boundary point of the linear subvariety M contained in
an open boundary stratum. We can choose a one-parameter family f : ∆ → M which is generically
contained in M and such that f (0) = b0. Since M is a linear subvariety, the linear equations are
invariant under the monodromy of the Gauss-Manin connection, and this forces the linear equations
to be of a special form, see Proposition 7.6.
The special form of the linear equations together with the explicit formula for the limit of log periods
then immediately implies that, at least along one-parameter families, we can take the limit of the linear
equations defining M. Thus we get necessary linear equations satisfied on ∂M. The precise statement
is Corollary 7.8.
In Section 8 we then show that the linear equations obtained in Section 7 are actually the defining
equations for the boundary ∂M intersected with an open boundary stratum. On ΞMg,n(µ) the linear
equations for M cannot be extended to the boundary, even if rewritten in log periods, but on a suitable
cover of ΞMg,n(µ), that we call the log period space LPS, they do extend. The proof of Theorem 1.2
is then obtained by a detailed analysis of the extended linear equations on LPS. For technical reasons,
instead of a single cover LPS, we need to consider a countable collection LPSσ of such. The indexing
set corresponds roughly to different monodromies of the periods along one-parameter families.
As a result of the proof of Theorem 1.2 we obtain an explicit formula, in local coordinates, for how
obtain linear equations for ∂M intersected with an open boundary stratum, given the linear equations
for M. In Section 10 we interpret these results in a coordinate-free way by constructing natural maps
in relative homology relating the tangent spaces of the stratumH(µ) and the boundary D
Γ
.
In Section 11 we apply the results of Section 10 to proveTheorem 1.4.
1.3. Acknowledgments. I would like to thank my advisor Samuel Grushevsky for suggesting and
guiding me through this project. I am also thankful for valuable conversations with Ben Dozier,
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Alex Wright for suggesting to reprove [CW19, Thm. 1.2] (Theorem 1.4) with our methods.
2. Basic setup and notation
2.1. Setup for families. We fix a stratumH(µ) of meromorphic differentials with
µ = (µ1, . . . , µr, µr+1, . . . , µr+s) ∈ Zr+s, r + s = n
where
r+s∑
i=1
µi = 2g − 2; µ1 ≥ · · · ≥ µr ≥ 0 > µr+1 ≥ · · · ≥ µr+s.
Our setup for families of differentials is as follows. A family of differentials (pi : X → B, ω,S) is
a family (pi : X → B,S) of pointed stable curves with sections S = (S1, . . . ,Sr+s) over the base B,
together with a sectionω ofωX/B(−∑r+si=r+1 µiSi)) defined on the complement of the nodes. By abuse of
notation we will sometimes denote the family of differentials by ω. We always require ordSi(b) ωb = µi
for all b ∈ B, and require ω to have no other zeroes or poles outside of the nodes. A family of flat
surfaces of type µ is a family of differentials where all fibers Xb are smooth and ωb ∈ H(µ) for all
b ∈ B.
We will often write
Z = (Z1 := S1, . . . ,Zr := Sr), P = (P1 := Sr+1, . . . ,Pr := Sr+s)
for the zero and pole sections, respectively.
For equisingular families (X, ω) of differentials we let (X˜, ω) be the associated family which is ob-
tained by fiberwise normalization. In this case we let Q±e be the sections of the preimages of the nodes
on X˜.
We usually consider families over a smooth base B = (∆∗)d × ∆e for non-negative integers d, e, most
of the time arising as the complement of a simple normal crossing divisor. Our convention is that ∆k
is a polydisk in Ck centered at the origin of sufficiently small radius, to be chosen, and possibly further
shrunk.
The moduli space of multi-scale differentials. We now start recalling the moduli space of multi-scale
differentials ΞMg,n(µ) and its projectivized version PΞMg,n(µ) constructed in [BCGGM19].
The main features of interest for us are:
• ΞMg,n(µ) and PΞMg,n(µ) are smooth algebraic orbifolds and their respective boundaries
∂ΞMg,n(µ), ∂ PΞMg,n(µ) are normal crossing divisors;
• the boundary has a modular interpretation in terms of multi-scale differentials and assigned
prong-matchings, which we will recall next;
• PΞMg,n(µ) is compact.
Orbifold structure. The moduli space ΞMg,n(µ) of multi-scale differentials and its projectivization
PΞMg,n(µ) are smooth, algebraic DM-stacks. All our results are true for linear algebraic substacks of
H(µ). We usually omit the stack structure and only work with the underlying varieties.
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2.2. Enhanced level graphs. To describe the boundary of ΞMg,n(µ), we need to add additional
decorations to the dual graph of a stable curve. Our setup mostly follows the conventions from
[BCGGM18], where we simplify some conventions to focus on the features that are important to us,
avoiding some of the more technical notions. A level graph Γ = (Γ, `) is a stable graph Γ = (V, E,H)
with half-edges H corresponding to marked points of the stable curve, together with a total order on
the vertices V defined by a level function
` : V → L(Γ)
where L(Γ) := {0,−1, . . . ,−`(Γ)} is the set of levels. We write L(Γ)• := L(Γ) \ {0}, and refer to it as
the set of lower levels. An edge is called horizontal if it joins vertices of the same level, and vertical
otherwise. We let Ever, Ehor ⊆ E be the sets of all vertical and horizontal edges, respectively. An
enhancement is an assignment of an integer κe ≥ 0, called the number of prongs, to each edge e, so
that κe = 0 if and only e ∈ Ehor. If an edge e joins the vertices v and v′ such that `(v) ≥ `(v′) then
we let `(e+) be the level of v and similarly `(e−) the level of v′. Furthermore we set v(e+) := v and
v(e−) := v′. At horizontal nodes we make a random choice. Similarly, for a half-edge h we let v(h) be
the vertex connected to h and `(h) the level of v(h).
We let Γ(≤i) be the restriction of Γ to levels at most i, i.e. we remove all vertices from Γ with levels
above i and all edges and half-edges connecting to those vertices. The restrictions Γ(i),Γ(>i) are defined
similarly.
For later use we define
(2.1) ai := lcm(κe), me,i := ai/κe,
where the lcm is taken over all edges connecting Γ(≤i) and Γ(>i) and me,i is defined for any edge e such
that `(e+) > i ≥ `(e−).
2.3. Stable curves and level graphs. Let Γ be an enhanced level graph and (X, S ) be a stable curve
with marked points S and dual graph Γ. Usually we omit the marked points in our notation. We denote
by Xv the irreducible component of X corresponding to v ∈ V . Similarly we let X(i) be the subcurve
consisting of all irreducible components of level i. We refer to X(0) as the top level of X. There are
analogous definitions for the subcurve X(≤i) consisting of components of level ≤ i, for X(≥i), and X(>i).
For each node e let q+e and q
−
e be the preimages of the node that are contained in Xv(e+) and Xv(e−),
respectively.
Let S = Z ∪ P be the marked points, partitioned into marked zeroes and poles.
On the normalization X˜ of X we define
Z˜ := Z ∪ {q+e , e ∈ Ever},
P˜ := P ∪ {q−e , e ∈ Ever} ∪ {q±e , e ∈ Ehor},
S˜ := Z˜ ∪ P˜.
We denote by X˜(i) the normalization of X(i) and consider it as possible disconnected curve with marked
points S˜ (i) where
(2.2) Z˜(i) := Z˜ ∩ X(i), P˜(i) := P˜ ∩ X(i), S˜ (i) := S˜ ∩ X(i).
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We define Z˜v, P˜v, S˜ v on the normalization X˜v of Xv analogously.
2.4. Multi-scale differentials. The boundary of ΞMg,n(µ) can be described in terms of multi-scale
differentials. A multi-scale differential (X, S , η) compatible with an enhanced dual graph Γ is a stable
curve (X, S ) and a collection η = (ηv)v∈V of meromorphic differentials on the normalization X˜v of each
irreducible component Xv satisfying
• (Prescribed vanishing) Each differential ηv is non-zero, and has no zeroes and poles outside
S˜ v. Moreover, the order of vanishing at the marked point S k is µk.
• (Matching orders) For every node e we have
ordq+e = κe − 1, ordq−e = −κe − 1.
• (Matching residues at horizontal nodes) At horizontal nodes e ∈ Ehor, we have
resq+e ηv(e+) + resq−e ηv(e−) = 0.
• (Global residue condition) For every level i and every connected component Y of X(>i) that
does not contain a marked point with a prescribed pole, i.e. such that P∩Y = ∅, the following
condition holds. Let {e1, ..., eb} denote the set of all nodes where Y intersects X(i). Then
b∑
j=1
resq−e j ηv(e j−) = 0.
Instead of grouping the differentials by irreducible components, it is often useful to group them level
by level. In this case we write η =
(
η(i)
)
i∈L(Γ). We usually omit the marked points S in the notation,
since they are already encoded as the zeroes and poles of η away from the nodes.
2.5. The structure of the boundary. The boundary components of the moduli space of multi-scale
differentials ΞMg,n(µ) are indexed by the discrete data of enhanced level graphs. The open boundary
stratum corresponding to the enhanced level graph Γ is denoted by D
Γ
. A point of D
Γ
⊆ ∂ΞMg,n(µ)
corresponds to a pair (X, η) where X is a stable curve with dual graph Γ, and η is a multi-scale differen-
tial compatible with Γ. Additionally there needs to be a choice of a prong-matching at every vertical
node. Since we only work locally, we do not need to keep track of the prong-matching, and refer to
[BCGGM19, Section 5.4] for a proper discussion.
Two multi-scale differentials (X, η) and (X′, η′) correspond to the same boundary point of D
Γ
if they
are related by the action of the level-rotation torus which acts simultaneously on the different levels by
rescaling and on the prong-matchings; we refer to [BCGGM19, Section 6] for the precise definitions.
For our purposes we can again mostly ignore the action: near a boundary point (X, η) with a chosen
prong-matching, the boundary component D
Γ
can be parametrized by a small neighborhood in the
space of multi-scale differentials compatible with Γ, considered up to scaling each differential η(i) on
lower levels by an arbitrary non-zero complex number, one complex number for each level.
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2.6. Local coordinates on the boundary. It is classically known that the stratum H(µ) has local
coordinates given by H1(X \ P,Z). The boundary stratum D
Γ
has a similar local description, which
we now discuss.
The prescribed vanishing and matching orders conditions for multi-scale differentials imply that a
multi-scale differential η is contained in the product of strata
∏
v∈V H(µv), where each µv is com-
pletely determined by µ and the enhanced level graph Γ. Thus the space of multi-scale differentials,
i.e. unprojectivized and without a choice of prong-matchings, can be identified with the subspace∏
v∈V H(µv)GRC of ∏v∈V H(µv), constrained by the matching residues at horizontal nodes, as well as
the global residue conditions. To describe the boundary component D
Γ
, we need to additionally pro-
jectivize the differential on lower levels, and choose the prong-matchings. This causes the stratum D
Γ
to be a cover of
∏
v∈V H(µv)GRC , suitably projectivized. We can use this to describe local coordinates
on D
Γ
. For every level i we set
H1(i)(X) := H
1(X˜(i)\P˜(i), Z˜(i)),
where we recall P˜(i), Z˜(i) from eq. (2.2). The boundary stratum DΓ then has local projective coordinates
given by
H1(X,Γ) :=
H1(0)(X) × ∏
i∈L(Γ)•
P
(
H1(i)(X)
)GRC .
By this we mean that, after choosing local coordinates on each projective space, we get local coor-
dinates on D
Γ
. Note that this statement is only meaningful because the transition functions in those
coordinates are given by projective linear maps. We will discuss the transition functions in more detail
in Section 2.7. We refer to those coordinates as generalized period coordinates. Similarly, the bound-
ary PD
Γ
of PΞMg,n(µ) has projective local coordinates given by P(H1(X,Γ)), where additionally also
the top level H1(0)(X) is projectivized.
Let U ⊆ D
Γ
be such a generalized period chart centered at b0 = (Xb0 , ηb0). Then over U there exists
an equisingular family
(2.3) (X → U, η)
of stable curves with dual graph Γ, where η is the multi-scale differential determined by generalized
period coordinates. We define (X(i) → U, η(i)) to be the potentially disconnected family consisting
only of irreducible components of level i. From time to time it will be useful to consider the fiberwise
normalization
(2.4) (X˜ → U, η),
which is a family of smooth, possibly disconnected, Riemann surfaces, where we make a choice of
marking of the preimages of all nodes. Notice that while a point in U only parametrizes an equivalence
class of multi-scale differentials, choosing local charts on each projective space PH1(i)(X)
GRC allows
us to choose for each u ∈ U a representative (Xu, ηu), varying holomorphically in u.
Convention 2.1. From now on, b0 ∈ DΓ will denote a boundary point, chosen once and for all, in a
neighborhood of which in ΞMg,n(µ) we will perform all of our constructions and computations. We
will usually write (X, η) instead of (Xb0 , ηb0). Furthermore, from now on, X always denotes a stable
curve contained in D
Γ
and Σ a smooth curve inH(µ).
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2.7. The linear structure of the boundary. After choosing a homology basis on X(i) for each i,
the changes of coordinates for D
Γ
are given by linear transformations in GL(Γ) := GL(d1,Z) ×(∏
i∈L(Γ)• PGL(di,Z)
)
where di := dim H1(i)(X)
GRC . Thus D
Γ
possesses a GL(Γ)-structure or what we
call a levelwise linear structure. We call a subvariety of D
Γ
levelwise linear if locally in generalized
period coordinates it is given by subvarieties
V0 ×
 ∏
i∈L(Γ)•
P(Vi)
 ⊆ H1(X,Γ)
where Vi ⊆ H1(i)(X) are some linear subspaces. Since on PDΓ also the top level is projectivized,
PD
Γ
admits a
∏
i∈L(Γ) PGL(di,Z)-structure, i.e. coordinate changes live in
∏
i∈L(Γ) PGL(di,Z), and a
subvariety is levelwise linear if locally it is given by
∏
i∈L(Γ) P(Vi). Note that if a subvariety M ⊆ DΓ
is levelwise linear, the same is true for its image PM ⊆ PD
Γ
. We can now give a more precise, though
still qualitative, version of our main result, Theorem 1.2.
Theorem 2.2 (Main theorem, Levelwise version). Let M ⊆ H(µ) be a linear subvariety. For each
open boundary component D
Γ
⊆ ΞMg,n(µ) the intersection ∂M ∩ DΓ is a levelwise linear subvariety
of D
Γ
. The same is true for the projectivization PM ⊆ PH(µ).
We stress that this statement already greatly restricts the possible linear equations of ∂M ∩ D
Γ
, since
each linear equations only involves periods contained in the same level.
In Section 10.1 we will describe how to relate the levelwise linear structure on the boundary stratum
D
Γ
with the linear structure on the stratumH(µ).
Remark 2.3. We stress that all levelwise projectivizations above are taken with respect to the stan-
dard action of CL(Γ)
•
on
∏
i∈L(Γ)• H
1
(i)(X), not to be confused with the triangular action which will be
introduced in eq. (2.9), following [BCGGM19, eq. (11.1)].
2.8. The model domain. We now recall the local structure of the moduli space of multi-scale differ-
entials near the open boundary stratum D
Γ
. In [BCGGM19, Section 10], the authors first introduce
an auxiliary space, the model domain, and show in Theorem 12.1 that it is locally biholomorphic to
ΞMg,n(µ). It follows from the definition in [BCGGM19, Section 10] that we have the following local
description of ΞMg,n(µ). Local coordinates on ΞMg,n(µ) near b0 ∈ DΓ can be given by
(2.5) B := U × ∆`(Γ)−1 × ∆|Ehor |,
where U ⊆ D
Γ
denotes a generalized period chart.
Convention 2.4. From now on, unless stated otherwise, U ⊆ D
Γ
will always refer to a generalized
period chart in D
Γ
centered at b0, which we allow to be further shrunk as needed. Furthermore, we
often implicitly identify U with U × (0, . . . , 0) ⊆ B.
We call B the local model domain and denote its coordinates by b = (η, t, h) with scaling parameters
t = (ti)i∈L(Γ)• , horizontal node parameters h = (he)e∈Ehor , where η is a multi-scale differential. We omit
the stable curve X from the notation.
Notation 2.5. Throughout the text we denote
(2.6) N := `(Γ) − 1 + |Ehor |, M := dim U = dim D
Γ
.
In particular, dim B = N + M.
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Note that our notation here differs from [BCGGM19] where N denotes the number of levels, not
including the count of horizontal nodes. We recall that we denote the number of levels by `(Γ).
Let p : B → U denote the projection onto the first factor. On B we consider the pullback family
(p∗X → B, η) where (X → U) is the family from eq. (2.3), which we call the model family. We
usually omit the projection map p and only write
(2.7) (X → B, η).
for the model family.
We will explain the role of the parameters ti and he more precisely in Section 2.9. For the moment we
only define, following [BCGGM19],
(2.8) tdie :=
−1∏
k=i
takk ,
where the exponents ak are defined in eq. (2.1), and define the triangular action of t on η by
(2.9) t ? η := (tdieη(i))i∈L(Γ).
We also define the plumbing parameters
(2.10) se :=

∏`(e+)−1
i=`(e−) t
me,i
i at vertical nodes,
he at horizontal nodes.
where the exponents me,i are defined in eq. (2.1). Note that in particular at vertical nodes we have the
relation
(2.11) td`(e−)e = sκee td`(e+)e.
We define the (local) boundary D ⊆ B as the normal crossing divisor given by the equations
(2.12) D :=
 ∏
i∈L(Γ)•
ti ·
∏
e∈Ehor
he = 0

The boundary component U ' D
Γ
∩ B = U × (0, . . . , 0) ⊆ D is called the most degenerate boundary
stratum, while the complement D \D
Γ
corresponds to partial undegenerations of Γ. We will not need
the precise definition of undegenerations, and instead refer the reader to [BCGGM19].
2.9. The universal family of multi-scale differentials. In [BCGGM19, Section 12] the authors use
plumbing to construct the universal family (Y → B, ω) of multi-scale differentials over the base B
defined in eq. (2.5). We refer the reader to [BCGGM19, Section 7] for the precise definition of
families of multi-scale differentials. For our purposes we only need the following properties of Y:
(1) For any b ∈ B \ D the differential ωb is a flat surface in the stratumH(µ);
(2) On the most degenerate stratum, i.e. for any b ∈ U × (0, . . . , 0), the differential ωb is a
multi-scale differential in D
Γ
;
(3) There exist families of unions of disks U˜ ⊆ Y, U ⊆ X containing S˜ , and a biholomorphism
(2.13) Ψ : Y \ U˜ ' X \ U.
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Near a marked point U˜ and U are homeomorphic to a disk, while at nodes they are homeo-
morphic to a union of two disks intersecting at the node;
(4) Suppose K ⊆ Y \ U˜ is compact and Ψ(K) ⊆ X(i). Then
lim
t,h7→0
1
tdie
ω(b)|K = η(i)
uniformly, where b = (η, t, h) and in the limit all ti and he go to zero. In other words, as
b approaches a boundary point η ∈ D
Γ
, on the i-level ω(i)(b), rescaled by tdie, converges
uniformly to η(i), away from the nodes and marked points.
(5) Along the most degenerate boundary stratum D
Γ
the map Ψ extends to an isomorphism
Y|D
Γ
' X|D
Γ
.
3. Constructing the universal family of ΞMg,n(µ)
In this section we outline the construction of Y. We follow [BCGGM19, Section 12] in notation and
setup, but we only highlight the features of the construction necessary for our discussion.
3.1. Modification differentials. For a multi-scale differential, the residues match at horizontal nodes,
while at vertical nodes the multi-scale differential is holomorphic at q+e and has a pole at q
−
e . On the
other hand, for the plumbing construction in Section 3.2 it will be important to have differentials
with matching residues at every node. The solution, as found in [BCGGM18], is as follows. It is a
consequence of the global residue condition that we can add a “small" differential ξ to η such that the
residues of t ? η + ξ match at all nodes. The precise definition is as follows, see also [BCGGM19,
Def. 11.1]. A family of modifying differentials ξ for the model family (X → B, η) is a family of
meromorphic differentials (X → B, ξ) with ξ = (ξv)v∈V such that:
• ξ is holomorphic except for possible simple poles along nodal and polar sections of η. We
allow ξ to have residues at horizontal nodes.
• ξ(i) is divisible by tdi−1e for each i ∈ L(Γ)•, and ξ(−`(Γ)) ≡ 0;
• t ? η + ξ has matching residues at all nodes.
3.2. Plumbing setup. In [BCGGM19, Section 12] the authors introduced a plumbing setup for multi-
scale differentials which we will now recall and then use subsequently. We will subsequently work on
a polydisk Bε ⊆ B of radius ε = ε(b0) > 0. We define the standard annulus in C:
Aδ1,δ2 := {δ1 < |z| < δ2}.
For δ = δ(b0) > 0, to be determined later, we define the standard plumbing fixture to be
Ve := {(b, u, v) ∈ Bε × ∆2δ : uv = se(b)},
where se(b) is defined by eq. (2.10). We consider Ve → Bε as a family over Bε with fibers (Ve)b. We
equip Ve with the relative one-form Ωe given by
Ωe := (td`(e+)euκe − r′e)
du
u
= −(td`(e−)ev−κe + r′e)
dv
v
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with residue r′e to be determined later. We also consider the families of disjoint annuli A+e ,A−e ⊆ Ve
given by
A+e := {(b, u, v) : δ/R < |u| < δ},
A−e := {(b, u, v) : δ/R < |v| < δ},
for some constant R > 0.
Definition 3.1. For b ∈ B \ D, we define the vanishing cycle λe ⊆ (Ve)b to be the standard generator
of the fundamental group of the annulus (Ve)b in v-coordinates, represented by a path encircling the
origin once counterclockwise.
We stress that we consider λe as an actual path and not just a homology class. If no confusion is
possible we will not distinguish between λe and its associated class. For each marked zero Zk of
order mk, we define a family of disks, equipped with a relative one-form ΩZk , by
DZk := Bε × ∆δ, ΩZk := zmk dz.
We define a family of annuliAZk ⊆ DZk by
AZk := Bε × Aδ/R,δ.
3.3. Standard form coordinates for multi-scale differentials. The idea of the plumbing construc-
tion for the universal family Y is to find local coordinates near marked zeroes and nodal sections in
which the families (X, t ? η) and (X, t ? η + ξ) have a simple form. The difference between the two
families is that the order of vanishing at the nodes and marked points is constant for the first family
(X, t ? η) but it can jump for the second family (X, t ? η + ξ). In [BCGGM19] the authors introduce
the following solution. For the family (X, t ? η) we can find local coordinates near each nodal sec-
tion and each marked point, in which the differential has a simple form, while for the second family
(X, t ? η + ξ) this is only possible on an annulus whose interior contains the marked zeroes and the
nodes. The results are as follows. We begin with the family (X, t ? η).
Theorem 3.2 ([BCGGM19, Thm. 4.1]). There exists a constant δ1 > 0 such that for each edge e and
for each marked zeroZk of Γ there are families of conformal maps of disks
φ+e : Bε × ∆δ1 → X`(e+),
φ−e : Bε × ∆δ1 → X`(e−),
φZk : Bε × ∆δ1 → X`(Zk),
such that the following properties are satisfied:
(1) The restrictions of these maps to Bε × 0 coincide with nodal sections Qe+ ,Qe− and the marked
sectionsZk, respectively.
(2) The pullback of t ? η has standard form, that is
(φ+e )
∗(t ? η + ξ) = td`(e+)e
(
zκe − resq−e (t ? η)
) dz
z
,
(φ−e )∗(t ? η + ξ) = −td`(e−)e
(
z−κe + resq−e (t ? η)
) dz
z
,
(φZk )
∗(t ? η + ξ) = td`(Zk)ez
mk dz.
The next result concerns the family (X, t ? η + ξ).
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Theorem 3.3 ([BCGGM19, 12.3]). For any R > 1, there exist constants ε, δ > 0 such that for each
edge e and for each marked zeroZk of Γ there are families of conformal maps of annuli
υ+e : Bε × Aδ/R,δ → X`(e+),
υ−e : Bε × Aδ/R,δ → X`(e−),
υZk : Bε × Aδ/R,δ → X`(Zk),
such that the following properties are satisfied:
(1) The images of υ+e , υ
−
e , υZk are families of annuli B+e ,B−e ,BZk not containing any zeroes of
(X, t?η+ξ). The families of annuli bound families of union of disksU+e ,U−e ,UZk containing
the nodal sections Q+e ,Q−e and the sectionZk, respectively.
(2) The pullback of t ? η + ξ has standard form, that is
(υ+e )
∗(t ? η + ξ) = td`(e+)e
(
zκe − resq−e (t ? η + ξ)
) dz
z
,
(υ−e )∗(t ? η + ξ) = −td`(e−)e
(
z−κe + resq−e (t ? η + ξ)
) dz
z
,
(υZk )
∗(t ? η + ξ) = td`(Zk)ez
mk dz.
(3) The holomorphic maps υ+e , υ
−
e , υZk agree with the corresponding maps φ+e , φ−e , φZk on the most
degenerate boundary stratum, i.e. on (U × (0, . . . , 0)) × Aδ/R,δ.
Definition 3.4. By a slight abuse of notation, we refer to the family of coordinates given by φ+e as
φ+e -coordinates, and similarly for φ
−
e , φh, υ
+
e , υ
−
e , υZk . If we do not want to specify whether we refer to
a preimage of a node or a marked point, we simply write φ or υ.
The maps υ+e , υ
−
e , υZk are not determined uniquely. Following, [BCGGM19], note that the maps can
be specified uniquely by choosing base points near the marked zeroes and nodes. We choose sections
ς+e , ς
−
e , ςZk : B→ Y such that the image is contained in a chart centered at q+e , q−e and Zk respectively.
Fix p0 := δ/
√
R ∈ Aδ/R,δ as the base point of the annulus. Then, by [BCGGM19, Thm. 4.1] there
exist unique υ+e , υ
−
e , υh such that
υ+e (b, p0) = ςe+(b),
υ−e (b, p0) = ςe−(b),
υZk (b, p0) = ςZk (b),
for any b ∈ U × (0, . . . , 0).
Convention 3.5. From now we fix once and for all a choice of nearby sections ς.
3.4. The plumbing construction. For each node e and each marked zero Zk we define conformal
isomorphisms Υ±e : A±e → B±e and ΥZk : AZk → BZk by
Υ+e (b, u, v) := υ
+
e (b, u),
Υ−e (b, u, v) := υ−e (b, v),
ΥZk (b, z) := υZk (b, z),
We define Y to be the family obtained by removing the disksU±e , UZk from X and attaching Ve and
DZk by identifying the A- and B-annuli via the Υ-gluing maps. Since t ? η + ξ and Ω±,ΩZk are
identified via Υ, the family Y inherits a relative one-form ω.
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We denote byU the union ofU+e ,U−e ,UZk over all nodes and marked points and similarly by U˜ the
union of the families of disks Bε × Aδ/R,δ ⊆ Y over all marked points and nodes. The families of disks
U and U˜ are exactly the families of disks from Section 2.9, (3).
We have thus locally described the universal family (Y → B, ω). It will be needed to compare the
periods of ω and the limit multi-scale differential η in Theorem 5.2. We will in particular need the
particular form of υ-coordinates to analyze what happens in a neighborhood of the nodes.
4. Level filtrations
In this section we introduce various notions of level for paths and homology classes. This will be
necessary since the asymptotics of periods
∫
γ
ω are governed by the level of γ.
We now introduce the setup for the rest of this section. We let Σ be a topological surface home-
omorphic to surfaces in H(µ). We define Λ := {λe, e ∈ E} ⊆ Σ considered as a multicurve such
that topologically a stable curve in D
Γ
is obtained by pinching Λ, where the curve λe was defined in
Definition 3.1. As before we fix a stable curve X ∈ D
Γ
.
4.1. Thickenings of vanishing cycles. For each vanishing cycle λe, let λ◦e be a small open neighbor-
hood of λe that deformation retracts onto λe, and denote by Λ◦ ⊆ Σ the union of all such thickenings.
We decompose
Λ = Λver unionsq Λhor
into vanishing cycles corresponding to vertical and horizontal nodes, respectively, and further decom-
pose
Λver = unionsqi∈L(Γ)Λver(i) , Λhor = unionsqi∈L(Γ)Λhor(i)
where
Λver(i) := {λe, e ∈ Ever | `(e+) = i, `(e−) < i},
Λhor(i) := {λe, e ∈ Ehor | `(e+) = `(e−) = i}.
In words, Λver(i) consists of vertical vanishing cycles connecting Σ(i) to lower levels and Λ
hor
(i) consists
of horizontal vanishing cycles contained in Σ(i).
For each edge e ∈ E the boundary ∂λ◦e consists of two boundary circles λ+e unionsq λ−e with λ+e ⊂ Σ(`(e+)) and
λ−e ⊂ Σ(`(e−)). At horizontal nodes we randomly choose which boundary component is denoted λ+e .
We write
Λ+ := {λ+e , e ∈ Ever},
Λ− := {λ−e , e ∈ Ever} unionsq {λ±e , e ∈ Ehor}.
We define analogues of Λ(i) and Λver for Λ◦ and Λ±. For example Λ+,ver(i) consists of λ
+
e for all vertical
nodes e with `(e+) = i, `(e−) < i and Λ◦,ver(>i) consists of λ◦e for all vertical nodes with `(e+) > i, `(e−) ≤
i.
The (possibly disconnected) surface with boundary Σ \ Λ◦,ver can be considered topologically as a
subsurface of X and thus can be decomposed into levels
Σ \ Λ◦,ver = unionsqi∈L(Γ)Σ(i).
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Figure 1. The different ways of filtering Σ by level
Besides Σ(i) we also need the following ways of filtering Σ by level.
Σ \ Λ◦,ver(≥i) =: Σ(≥i) unionsq Σ(<i),(4.1)
Σcut(i) := Σ(i) \ Λ◦,hor.(4.2)
We note that Σ(i) and Σcut(i) are compact Riemann surfaces with (potentially empty) boundary, see Fig-
ure 1 for an example.
4.2. Global residue condition revisited. We later want to compare period coordinates onH(µ) and
generalized period coordinates on D
Γ
. Rephrased in the terminology of this section, we have
H1(i)(X) = H
1
(
Σcut(i) \P,Z ∪ Λ+,ver(i)
)
and local coordinates on D
Γ
and H(µ) are given by ⊕i∈L(Γ)H1(Σcut(i) \P,Z ∪ Λ+,ver(i) )GRC and H1(Σ \
Z, P), respectively. Instead of working with cohomology we phrase everything in this section in
terms of homology, where we think of a linear subspace of cohomology as being the annihilator of a
subspace in homology. We first need to setup various spaces modeling residue conditions on multi-
scale differentials. Let Y be a connected component of X(>i) with P ∩ Y = ∅, and denote {e1, . . . , eb}
the set of all nodes where Y intersects X(i). Then we define
λY :=
b∑
k=1
λek ∈ H1
(
Σ(i)\P,Z ∪ Λver,+(i)
)
.
and we denote GRCver(i) ⊆ H1
(
Σ(i)\P,Z ∪ Λver,+(i)
)
the linear span
(4.3) GRCver(i) := 〈λY ,Y a connected component of X(>i) with P ∩ Y = ∅〉C.
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In words, GRCver(i) is the span of all the equations defining the global residue conditions of level i. We
stress that this does not include the matching residue conditions at horizontal nodes at level i. We anal-
ogously define GRCver,cut(i) ⊆ H1
(
Σcut(i) \P,Z ∪ Λver,+(i)
)
defined by the same cycles λY , now considered as
elements of H1
(
Σcut(i) \P,Z ∪ Λver,+(i)
)
.
To take care of horizontal nodes, we let
MRH(i) := 〈λ+ − λ−, λ ∈ Λhor(i) 〉C ⊆ H1
(
Σcut(i) \P,Z ∪ Λver,+(i)
)
.
Finally we denote
GRC(i) := GRC
ver,cut
(i) + MRH(i) ⊆ H1
(
Σcut(i) \P,Z ∪ Λver,+(i)
)
,
GRC :=
⊕
i∈L(Γ)
GRC(i) .
Note that in particular GRC(i) are the defining equations for the global residue condition of level i,
including the matching residue condition for horizontal nodes of level i. In particular we have
H1
(
Σcut(i) \ P,Z ∪ Λ+,ver(i)
)GRC
= Ann
(
GRC(i)
)
'
(
H1
(
Σcut(i) \ P,Z ∪ Λ+,ver(i)
)
/GRC(i)
)∗
.
4.3. Level and vertical filtration. In this section we define the concept of level for homology classes.
Additionally, we introduce two filtrations L• and W• of H1(Σ\P,Z). Roughly speaking, Li will consist
of all cycles which can be represented by paths supported in Σ(≤i), while cycles Wi ⊆ Li additionally
can be represented by paths disjoint from the horizontal vanishing cycles of level i.
The motivation for introducing Wi is that it will come with a surjective linear map
fi : Wi → H1
(
Σcut(i) \P,Z ∪ Λver,+(i)
)
/GRC(i),
the specialization morphism, with kernel Li−1, and we will thus have⊕
i∈L(Γ)•
Wi/Li−1 '
⊕
i∈L(Γ)•
H1
(
Σcut(i) \P,Z ∪ Λver,+(i)
)
/GRC(i) .
This will allow us to compare the local coordinates onH(µ) and on D
Γ
.
To simplify notation, for the rest of this section we adopt the convention that for B, A ⊆ C the relative
cohomology H1(B, A) is always to be understood as H1(B, A ∩ B) (which is simply equal to H1(B, A)
if A ⊆ B).
Definition 4.1. The inclusion Σ(≤i) ⊆ Σ induces a map
vi : H1(Σ(≤i)\P,Z)→ H1(Σ\P,Z) ,
and we define the level filtration L• by
Li := Im(vi) ⊆ H1(Σ\P,Z) .
By naturality vi−1 factors over the natural map
H1(Σ(≤i−1)\P,Z)→ H1(Σ(≤i)\P,Z) ,
and thus Li−1 ⊆ Li. We say a cycle [γ] ∈ H1(Σ\P,Z) is of top level i if [γ] ∈ Li \Li−1, and we then
write >([γ]) = i.
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We let (
Λhor(i)
)⊥
:=
{
[γ] ∈ H1(Σ \ P,Z) | 〈[γ], λ〉 = 0 ∀ λ ∈ Λhor(i)
}
where 〈·, ·〉 : H1(Σ \ P,Z) × H1(Σ \ Z, P) → C denotes the algebraic intersection pairing. We then
define the vertical filtration W• by
Wi := Li ∩
(
Λhor(i)
)⊥ ⊆ Li.
By construction every cycle in Li−1 can be represented by a collection of paths contained in Σ(≤i−1),
which are in particular disjoint from Λhor(i) . Thus
Li ⊇ Wi ⊇ Li−1.
The specialization morphism. We now construct two linear maps; the specialization morphism
fi : Wi → H1
(
Σcut(i) \P,Z ∪ Λver,+(i)
)
/GRC(i)
and the restriction morphism
gi : Li → H1
(
Σ(i)\P,Z ∪ Λver,+(i)
)
.
We first describe fi and gi on the level of paths and then show that these give well-defined maps on
homology afterwards.
Let [γ] ∈ Li. By the definition of the level filtration we can write [γ] = ∑k akγk where γk are simple
smooth curves contained in Σ(≤i). For each γk we let γ′k := (γk)|Σ(i) be the restriction to Σ(i) considered
as relative cycles with boundaries in Z ∪ Λver,+(i) and then define
gi([γ]) :=
∑
k
ak[γ′k] ∈ H1
(
Σ(i)\P,Z ∪ Λver,+(i)
)
.
Before we describe fi, we define an auxiliary map hi, and afterwards we will define fi as the compo-
sition of hi and gi. Set
W˜i :=
(
Λhor(i)
)⊥ ⊆ H1(Σ(i)\P,Z ∪ Λver,+(i) )
Note that in particular gi(Wi) ⊆ W˜i. We are now going to define a map
hi : W˜i → H1
(
Σcut(i) \P,Z ∪ Λver,+(i)
)
/GRC(i)
as follows.
Let [γ] ∈ W˜i. Write [γ] = ∑k ckαk as a sum of smooth simple curves. Since the intersection number
with any horizontal vanishing cycle is zero, we can make the collection of curves {αk} disjoint from
any horizontal vanishing cycle of level i by a series of band moves, as depicted in Figure 2 or [Joh80].
Thus we can write [γ] =
∑
k ckα′′k where α
′′
k is a collection of smooth simple curves in Σ
cut
(i) . We then
define
hi([γ]) :=
∑
k
ck[α′′k ] ∈ H1
(
Σcut(i) \P,Z ∪ Λver,+(i)
)
/GRC(i) .
and finally set
fi := hi ◦ gi |Wi .
The maps fi are not well-defined as maps to H1
(
Σcut(i) \P,Z ∪ Λver,+(i)
)
, since different choices of band
moves can differ by multiples of the vanishing cycles, as seen in Figure 3, but we will see that fi is
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Figure 2. A band move
Figure 3. The ambiguity of band moves
well-defined as a map to H1
(
Σcut(i) \P,Z ∪ Λver,+(i)
)
/GRC(i). See Figure 4 for an illustration of the map
fi.
Proposition 4.2. The linear maps
gi : Li → H1
(
Σ(i)\P,Z ∪ Λver,+(i)
)
,
fi : Wi → H1
(
Σcut(i) \P,Z ∪ Λver,+(i)
)
/GRC(i)
are well-defined and surjective. Furthermore
ker fi = ker gi = Li−1.
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Figure 4. The map f0
Proof. We start with the map gi. Let [γ] ∈ Li and write [γ] = ∑k ckαk = ∑l dlβl as a sum of smooth
simple curves in two different ways. We need to show that
∑
k ckα′k =
∑
l dlβ′l where α
′ and β′ denote
the restrictions of α and β to Σ(i), respectively.
From the long exact sequence of the triple
Z ⊆ (Σ(≤i−1) \ P) ∪ Z ⊆ (Σ(≤i) \ P) ∪ Z,
we obtain the exact sequence
H1(Σ(≤i−1) \ P,Z) H1(Σ(≤i) \ P,Z) H1(Σ(≤i) \ P, (Σ(≤i−1) \ P) ∪ Z)
H1(Σ(i) \ P,Λver,+(i) ∪ Z)
νi
'
where the vertical isomorphism is induced by excising Σ(≤i−1) \ Λver(i) .
Since the excision map is defined via barycentric subdivision, it follows that for a simple smooth curve
α the composition
H1(Σ(≤i) \ P,Z)→ H1(Σ(i) \ P,Λver,+(i) ∪ Z)
is given by the restriction α′ to Σ(i) and thus the map coincides with gi. From the exact sequence we
then obtain that ker gi = Li−1. To see that gi is surjective, take any smooth closed curve γ representing
a class in H1
(
Σ(i)\P,Z ∪ Λver,+(i)
)
. By [BCGGM18, Lemma 3.9] we can connect the boundary points
of γ in Λver,+(i) to marked zeros in Σ(≤i) by only passing through levels below i and thus creating a gi-
preimage for γ. This proves all claims about gi and it remains to prove the analogous statements for
fi.
To show that fi is well-defined, it is enough to show that hi is well-defined. Let [γ] ∈ W˜i and represent
[γ] =
∑
k ckαk =
∑
l dlβl ∈ H1
(
Σ(i)\P,Z ∪ Λver,+(i)
)
in two different ways by collections of smooth
simple curves contained in Σcut(i) . We let α =
∑
k ckαk, β =
∑
l dlβl ∈ H1
(
Σcut(i) \P,Z ∪ Λver,+(i)
)
be the
associated cohomology classes considered as relative cohomology classes in Σcut(i) . We want to show
that α − β ∈ GRC(i).
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We will apply the relative version of Mayer-Vietoris. We set A := Σ(i) \
(
Λhor(i) ∪ P
)
= Σcut(i) \ P, B :=
Λ
hor,◦
(i) . In particular we have A ∩ B = Λhor,±(i) and A ∪ B = Σ(i) \ P. We need the following part of the
Mayer-Vietoris sequence
H1(Λ
hor,±
(i) ) H1
(
Σcut(i) \P,Z ∪ Λver,+(i)
)
⊕ H1(Λhor,◦(i) ) H1
(
Σ(i)\P,Z ∪ Λver,+(i)
)(ι∗,ι′∗) k∗−l∗
where ι : A∩ B→ A, ι′ : A∩ B→ B, k : A→ A∪ B, l : B→ A∪ B are the natural maps induced from
the inclusions.
By construction (α − β, 0) ∈ H1
(
Σcut(i) \P,Z ∪ Λver,+(i)
)
⊕ H1(Λhor,◦(i) ) lies in the kernel of k∗ − l∗ and thus
in the image of (ι∗, ι′∗). Note that (ι∗, ι′∗)(aλ+ + bλ−) = (aλ+ + bλ−, (a + b)λ). We conclude that
α − β = a(λ+ − λ−) ∈ GRC(i) and thus hi and fi are well-defined.
Note that hi fits into a commutative diagram
W˜i H1
(
Σcut(i) \P,Z ∪ Λver,+(i)
)
H1
(
Σcut(i) \P,Z ∪ Λver,+(i)
)
/GRC(i)
hi
pi
qi
where pi is the natural map induced by the inclusion Σcut(i) ⊆ Σ(i) and qi is the natural quotient map.
Thus hi is surjective and ker hi = pi(GRC(i)) = GRCver(i) .
We define G(i) ⊆ Wi to be the subspace generated by λY as in the definition eq. (4.3). Then gi(G(i)) =
GRCver(i) = ker hi and thus ker fi = G(i) + ker gi = G(i) + Li−1. We claim that G(i) ⊆ Li−1. This can
be seen as follows. Let Y be a connected component of X(>i) with P ∩ Y = ∅, and denote {e1, . . . , eb}
the set of all nodes where Y intersects X(i) and additionally {eb+1, . . . , ec} the nodes where Y intersects
X(<i). Then
∑c
k=1 λek = 0 ∈ H1(Σ \ P,Z) since this collection of vanishing cycles is separating and we
thus have
λY =
b∑
k=1
λek = −
c∑
k=b+1
λek ∈ Li−1.

4.4. Top level. So far we have defined the level of cycles [γ] ∈ H1(Σ \ P,Z) but it will be convenient
to be able to talk about the level of paths. There has to be some care when comparing the level of a
path and of its homology class.
Definition 4.3. For a collection of curves γ on Σ we define its (top) level to be the largest i such
that γ ∩ Σ(i) , ∅ and then write >(γ) = i. Note that this is only well-defined as long as none of the
curves are contained in Λ◦. We then define the top level restriction γ> to be the intersection of γ with
Σ(>(γ)). By considering Σ(>(γ)) as a subsurface of X we can also define the level of a collection of
curves on the stable curve X. In this case we define γ> to be the restriction of γ to X(>(γ)).
The following example shows that one has to be cautious when comparing the level of a path and a
homology class.
Example 4.4 (Tilted cherry). Figure 5 depicts a smooth genus 3 curve with vanishing cycles corre-
sponding to a tilted cherry level graph. The two vanishing cycles λ1 and λ2 are homologous and thus
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Figure 5. A smooth genus 3 curve and the tilted cherry level graph
>([λ1]) = >([λ2]) = −2. On the other hand, both γ and γ′ are simple closed curves representing [λ1],
but >(γ) = 0, >(γ′) = −1.
The example shows that even if a cycle is represented by a simple curve, we cannot necessarily read
off the level of a cycle from a path representing it. But since every cycle [γ] ∈ Li can be represented
by a collection of paths supported on X(≤i) we have
>([γ]) = inf {>(γ) γ is a collection of simple smooth curves representing of [γ]} .
4.5. An adapted homology basis. In this section we construct a homology basis suited to analyzing
linear equations. Roughly speaking, we only want to consider paths that cross different levels as little
as possible. This will allow us later to compare the local coordinates on H(µ) and on D
Γ
. For the
remainder of this section we let Σ be a topological surface inH(µ) and X a stable curve in D
Γ
.
Definition 4.5. We say a cycle [γ] ∈ H1(Σ \ P,Z) crosses a node e ∈ E(Γ) if 〈[γ], λe〉 , 0. A cycle
[γ] is called a horizontal-crossing cycle if it crosses some horizontal node at level >([γ]) and non-
horizontal if is not a horizontal-crossing cycle . Note that non-horizontal cycles are allowed to cross
horizontal nodes below top level. Similarly, for [γ] ∈ H1(X \ P,Z) we say that [γ] crosses e, is a
horizontal-crossing cycle or non-horizontal, if the same is true for some lift of [γ] to H1(Σ \ P,Z).
If [γ] ∈ H1(Σ \ P,Z) has top level i and is a horizontal crossing cycle, then [γ] ∈ Li \Wi. On the other
hand if [γ] is non-horizontal, then [γ] ∈ Wi \ Li−1.
Example 4.6. We consider the dual graph in Figure 6 with two components of top level and three
horizontal nodes. The diamond indicates a marked pole. The cycle γ1 crosses e1, but γ2 is non-
horizontal, since it can be deformed away from e2.
Definition 4.7. A basis {γ1, . . . , γn} of H1(Σ\P,Z) is called Γ-adapted if there exists a partition
{γ1, . . . , γn} =
⊔
i∈L(Γ)
({
α(i)1 , . . . , α
(i)
n(i)
}⊔{
δ(i)e , e ∈ Λhor(i)
})
into horizontal-crossing cycles δ(i)e ∈ Li \Wi and non-horizontal cycles α(i)k ∈ Wi \ Li−1 such that
Li =
〈⊔
j≤i
{α( j)1 , . . . , α( j)n( j)}
⊔
{δ( j)e , e ∈ Ehor( j) }
〉
C
;
Li/Wi ' 〈δ(i)e , e ∈ Ehor(i) 〉C;
Wi/Li−1 ' 〈α(i)1 , . . . , α(i)n(i)〉C;
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Figure 6. Crossing and non-crossing curves
and additionally 〈
δ(i)e , λe′
〉
=
1 if e = e′,0 otherwise, for all e ∈ Ehor(i) , e′ ∈ Ehor.
As a first remark, we note that the definition of Γ-adapted basis only depends on the level graph and
not on the enhancement. The basic statement is the existence of Γ-adapted bases.
Proposition 4.8. For every enhanced level graph Γ there exists a Γ-adapted homology basis.
Proof. We claim that the natural map
ρi : Li → C|Ehor(i) |, [γ] 7→ (〈[γ], λe〉)e∈Ehor(i)
is surjective and thus
Li/Wi ' C|Ehor(i) | .
Assuming this for now, the existence of a Γ-adapted basis can now be seen as follows. We have the
filtration
H1(Σ\P,Z) ⊇ L0 ⊇ W0 ⊇ . . . ⊇ L`(Γ) ⊇ W`(Γ)
with graded pieces
Li/Wi ' C|Ehor(i) |, Wi/Li−1 ' H1
(
Σcut(i) \P,Z ∪ Λver,+(i)
)
/GRC(i) .
We are now going to construct a Γ-adapted basis inductively by lifting a basis from each graded piece.
We start by choosing a basis
{
α˜(i)1 , . . . , α˜
(i)
n(i)
}
for H1
(
Σcut(i) \P,Z ∪ Λver,+(i)
)
/GRC(i) and then let α
(i)
k be
preimages of α˜(i)k under fi, respectively. Afterwards we let
{
δ(i)e
}
be ρi-preimages of the unit basis in
C|E
hor
i |.
It thus remains to prove the surjectivity of the map ρi. For this we construct explicit cycles δ
(i)
e with〈
δ(i)e , λe′
〉
=
1 if e = e′0 otherwise for all e′ ∈ Ehor.
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(a) A level graph Γ
(b) A Γ-adapted basis (c) Not a Γ-adapted basis
Figure 7. A level graph Γ and an example and a non-example of Γ-adapted bases
We fix a horizontal node e ∈ Ehor(i) . If both v(e+) and v(e−) are local minima for the level order, then
they contain a marked point which is not a pole or a preimage of any node, see [BCGGM18, Lemma
3.9], and we can then connect these marked points by a path that goes through the node e once and
does not cross any other horizontal nodes. On the other hand, if for example v(e+) is not a local
minimum then consider a path γ′ in the dual graph connecting v(e+) to a local minimum v′ by only
passing through vertical edges connecting to levels below i. Then by the same argument as before
Xv′ contains a marked point P+ as above. We can run the same argument for v(e−) and find a marked
point P−. By embedding the dual graph into X we can represent γ′ by a path δ(i)e in X connecting
P+ and P−. By construction δ(i)e intersects λe once and is disjoint from all other horizontal vanishing
cycles. 
The motivation for introducing Γ-adapted bases is that it allows to relate the coordinates on the bound-
ary D
Γ
to the coordinates on the open stratumH(µ), which we recall are given by ⊕i∈L(Γ) H1(i)(X)GRC
and H1(Σ \ P,Z), respectively. We now fix a Γ-adapted basis {γ1, . . . , γn}, once and for all.
Example 4.9. We now illustrate this definition in some examples. Figure 7 depicts a level graph Γ
and two different homology bases for H1(X \ P,Z). The numbers inside the vertices denote the genus
of the corresponding irreducible component of the stable curve. Note that the decorations κe and the
zero orders at the marked points are irrelevant for our discussion (since the notion of a Γ-adapted
basis only depends on the level graph and not on the choice of an enhancement) and we thus omit
them. The stable curves are degenerations of genus 3 curves and the multi-scale differentials live in
the codimension 4 boundary stratum D
Γ
. The homology basis of Figure 7(b) provides an example of
a Γ-adapted basis while the basis in Figure 7(c) violates the definition in two ways. Firstly, every
horizontal node is crossed by multiple basis elements and secondly, all paths have top level 0, thus
when restricting to the top level they are linearly dependent. In particular, the top level restrictions
together with the vanishing cycles generate H1(X(0) \P(0),Z(0)) but fail to generate H1(X(1) \P(1),Z(1)).
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(a) A level graph Γ
(b) A Γ-adapted basis
Figure 8. A Γ-adapted basis
The second example, as depicted in Figure 8, is a degeneration of a genus 7 curve in a codimension 4
boundary component of ΞMg,n(µ). Bullets and diamonds represent marked zeroes and marked poles,
respectively. We omit the orientation of paths. In this slightly more complicated example one can
see all the features of an Γ-adapted basis. First one starts by choosing a symplectic basis on each
connected component of the normalization, in this case {α1, β1, . . . , α4, β4}. Then one adds cycles en-
circling marked poles once, in this case only γ2. Afterwards one starts to add paths connecting marked
zeroes. First one chooses paths not passing through any horizontal nodes, only passing through higher
levels if necessary, here given by {δ3, δ4, γ1}. And finally one adds the cross cycles {δ1, δ2, α2}.
5. Log periods
In this section we only work with the universal family of multi-scale differentials (Y → B, ω). Our
goal is to study the asymptotics of relative periods as we approach the boundary D of the local model
domain B. When integrating differential forms over cycles, we will usually not distinguish between a
cycle [γ] and a representative γ.
5.1. The definition of log periods. We fix a cycle [γ] ∈ H1(X \P,Z) represented by a path γ. We
want to investigate the behavior of the periods of ω(b) as b approaches the boundary. Thus we need
a way of deforming the cycle [γ] from X = Xb0 = Yb0 to nearby fibers of Y → B. In Section 5.2
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below we will give an explicit construction of a continuous family of cycles [γ(b)] ∈ H1(Yb\Pb,Zb)
deforming [γ]. The family of cycles [γ(b)] is only well-defined locally. By a process analogous to
analytic continuation, it can be considered as a multivalued family with multiple branches; the values
of different branches differ by integral multiples of the vanishing cycles λe.
Afterwards, in Section 5.5, we perform a second construction, making the family of cycles [γ(b)]
invariant under the monodromy, thus obtaining a family [γˆ(b)] of relative cycles well-defined on B\D.
By repeating the process for all elements of a basis {γ1, . . . , γn} of homology we construct a family of
bases for H1(Xb \Pb,Zb,C) for all b ∈ B \D that varies continuously over B \D. In algebro-geometric
terms, we construct an explicit frame for the dual of the Deligne extension of the local system of
relative cohomology, see for example [Sch07, Section 3]. Postponing the explicit constructions of
[γ(b)] and [γˆ(b)] for now, we are able to define log periods. We define the vanishing cycle period
re(b) :=
1
2pii
∫
λe
ω(b).
Definition 5.1. We define the log period ψγ : B \ D→ C of ω along γ by
ψγ(b) :=
1
td>(γ)e
∫
γˆ(b)
ω(b)
=
1
td>(γ)e
∫
γ(b)
ω(b) −
∑
e∈E
〈γ, λe〉 re(b) ln(se)
 ,
where [γ(b)] and [γˆ(b)] are the families of cycles that will be constructed in Section 5.2 and Sec-
tion 5.5, respectively, and 〈·, ·〉 denotes the intersection pairing. Recall that the plumbing parameters
se were defined in eq. (2.10).
Several comments are in order. Heuristically, the scaling factor
1
tdie
comes from the fact that on X(i), at
least away from the nodes, the differentialω behaves like (t?η)(i) = td>(γ)eη since the contribution from
the modification differential ξ is small. The logarithm ln(se) is to be understood as follows. One starts
by choosing a branch of the logarithm for each coordinate ti and he at some base point x0 ∈ B\DΓ. Af-
terwards we extend the branches via analytic continuation. By requiring that ln(se) =
∑`(e+)−1
i=`(e−) ai ln(ti)
we then define branches for all parameters se. This of course only defines a multivalued function but
later on we will see that ψγ is single-valued, where we recall that the deformation γ(b) is also multi-
valued, and this multivaluedness will cancel out the multivaluedness of ln(se). The idea is that
∫
γ(b) ω
and ln(se) behave similarly under analytic continuation and thus their difference is single-valued. We
stress that there is not a unique function ψγ but there is a countable collection of such depending on
the choices of representatives γ on the fixed based surface and branches of the logarithms, but once
those initial choices are made, ψγ is a well-defined and single-valued function on B \D. From now on
we always fix such an initial choice.
The following is the main result of this section.
Theorem 5.2. For any homology class [γ] ∈ H1(X \ P,Z), the log period ψγ is single-valued and
extends to an analytic function on B. Furthermore, the limit of ψγ at b = (η, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ DΓ is
ψγ(b) =
∫
γ(b)>
Hol(η) −
∑
e∈Ehor
〈γ>, λe〉 resq−e (η)ce.
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where ce is a constant and the holomorphic part
∫
γ(b) Hol(η) will be defined in eq. (5.2). The constants
ce only depend on choices of the normal coordinates and branches of the logarithm.
While we postpone the definition of Hol(ω(b)) in general to Section 5.6, we mention here a special
case. If b ∈ D
Γ
and γ is non-horizontal, then our definition will yield∫
γ
Hol(ω(b)) =
∫
γ
η.
Recall that non-horizontal was defined in Definition 4.5. We thus obtain the following corollary
Corollary 5.3. If γ is non-horizontal, then
ψγ(η, 0, 0) =
∫
γ>
η.
Remark 5.4. We will later see in Section 7.2 that the Theorem 5.2 can be seen as a version of Schmid’s
nilpotent orbit theorem [Sch73] for flat surfaces with the following difference in the setup. Instead
of a whole basis for stable differentials we only have a single multi-scale differential and instead of
absolute homology we integrate over relative homology.
Comparing log periods and perturbed periods. In [BCGGM19] the authors introduce a coordinate
system on B given by so-called perturbed period coordinates. Perturbed periods come in two different
types, depending on whether γ crosses any horizontal nodes or not. If γ only crosses vertical nodes,
one truncates γk at the nearby section ς of such a node and the perturbed period along γ is obtained by
integrating ω(b) over the truncation of γ. In particular, the perturbed period forgets about the period
inside the plumbing cylinder. We use log periods in this paper because it is easier to compare them,
rather than perturbed periods, quantitatively to the actual periods
∫
γ(b) ω(b). The downside of using log
periods is that the collection of all log periods over a relative homology basis are not local coordinates
on B, since one cannot recover the plumbing parameters he at horizontal nodes.
The rest of the section is devoted to the setup for and the proof of Theorem 5.2.
5.2. Deforming cycles to the universal family. We now describe the construction of the family of
cycles [γ(b)]. We first explain the construction at the level of paths.
The construction proceeds in two steps. In the first step we deform γ from X to nearby curves Xb of
the model family. Afterwards, in the second step, we parse through the explicit construction of the
universal family in Section 3.4 to deform the cycles to Y.
We now start with the first step. First, lift γ to a path on the normalization X˜. Since the family of nor-
malizations (X˜ → B, η) is a family of (possibly disconnected) smooth Riemann surfaces, we can, after
possibly shrinking B, find a C∞-trivialization of (X˜ → B, η), by Ehresmanns lemma. Furthermore we
can choose the trivialization such that it identifies the marked points and nodes. Via the trivialization
we construct a family of paths on X˜ deforming γ, which we still denote by γ. Since we chose a trivial-
ization that preserves the nodes, the family of paths γ descends to X. By abuse of notation we denote
this new family of paths on X also by γ.
Suppose we now start with the homology cycle [γ] ∈ H1(X \ P,Z) represented by the original path γ.
By deforming γ as above and then taking the associated homology class, we get a family of cycles in
H1(Xb \ Pb,Zb) for all b ∈ B deforming [γ]. Note that the cycles still live in the appropriate relative
homology since we chose the trivializations to preserve the marked points.
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Figure 9. The separation of γ into γthick and γthin
5.3. Thin and thick part of γ. We now prepare for the second step of the construction. Again we
work with actual paths first. For every node or marked point that γ goes through, we modify γ through
a homotopy such that, locally in a φ-coordinate neighborhood of b0, where we recall φ-coordinates
from Definition 3.4, the path γ coincides with the straight line from p0 to the origin. By choosing
the trivialization from the first step appropriately, we can achieve this for the whole family of paths γ
over B. Afterwards, we define the thick part γthick of γ to be the path contained in X \ U, obtained
by truncating γ at the nearby sections ς(b0). The remaining part of γ, given by the straight lines from
p0 = ς(b0) to the origin in φ-coordinates, is denoted by γthin and is called the thin part of γ. By
construction, γ is the collection of disjoint paths γthick and γthin. See Figure 9 for an example.
5.4. Second construction step. We now proceed with the construction of γ(b). Recall that so far we
constructed a family γ of paths on X. We will define the thick part γ(b)thick and the thin part γ(b)thin
separately and finally let γ(b) be the composition of γ(b)thick and γ(b)thin. The thick part γ(b)thick is
simply
γ(b)thick := Ψ−1(γthick),
where Ψ was defined in eq. (2.13). The construction now differs near nodes and near marked points.
We focus on a marked point Zk first. In υZk -coordinates the endpoint of γ(b)thick is (υh,b)−1(ςk(b0)).
We denote by γ(b)think the straight line from (υk,b)
−1(ςh(b0)) to the base point (υk,b0)−1(ςh(b0)) = p0,
followed by the straight line from p0 to the origin.
At nodes the construction is more involved. As before we can connect (υ+e,b)
−1(ς+e (b0)) to p0 via a
straight line in υ+e -coordinates and similarly (υ
−
e,b)
−1(ς−e (b0)) to p0 via a straight line in υ−e -coordinates.
We denote p+0 and p
−
0 the images of p0 inA+e andA−e respectively. To finish the construction it remains
to connect p+0 and p
−
0 on the plumbing fixture Ve.
At b ∈ B, we identify (Ve)b := {(u, v) ∈ ∆δ : uv = se} with the annulus A := {u : δ/|se| ≤ |u| ≤ δ} in
u-coordinates. Under this identification we have
p+0 = δ/
√
R, p−0 = se
√
R/δ.
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Figure 10. The path γ(b)thine
We divide the annulus A into finitely many sectors Secl each with a chosen base point xl. Suppose
se
√
R/δ ∈ Secl. We then choose a path from δ/
√
R to xl and connect xl to se
√
R/δ via a straight line,
as depicted in Figure 10
The resulting construction is continuous on Secl but depends on the choice of a path from δ/
√
R to xl;
different choices differ by a multiple of the vanishing cycle λe. We can make all choices in such a way
that the construction is continuous on the intersection of two sectors but has monodromy if we try to
extend it to all of A. We thus constructed a (multivalued) path γ(b)thine from p
+
0 to p
−
0 . We let γ
thin be
the composition of γ(b)thine and γ(b)
thin
k for all nodes and marked zeroes Sk crossed through by γ. We
finally let γ(b) be the composition ofγ(b)thick and γ(b)thin.
We stress that while γthick and γthin are paths on the model family X, the paths γ(b)thin, γ(b)thick, and
thus also γ(b), are on the universal family Y.
The family γ(b) is multivalued, with different branches differing by integral multiples of the vanishing
cycles. Furthermore if γ and γ′ are homologous on X but differ by multiples of the vanishing cycles,
then γ(b) and γ′(b) yield different branches of the same multivalued function. Thus we can define
a multivalued family of cycles [γ(b)], but which branch is picked out depends on the choice of a
representative γ for [γ] on X.
5.5. Monodromy invariant cycles. Due to monodromy the family [γ(b)] ∈ H1(Xb \ Pb,Zb,Z) is not
well-defined on all of B \ D. By subtracting suitable logarithmic terms we are going to construct a
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new family of cycles which will be monodromy invariant. We now choose, once and for all, branches
of logarithms for ti and he locally near a base point x0 ∈ B \ D, and then define branches for se at
vertical nodes, locally near x0, via
ln(se) :=
`(e+)−1∑
i=`(e−)
ai ln(ti)
where ai was defined in eq. (2.1).
To make the family [γ(b)] monodromy-invariant we set
(5.1) [γˆ(b)] := [γ(b)] − 1
2pii
∑
e∈E
〈γ, λe〉 ln(se)[λe] ∈ H1(Xb \ Pb,Zb,C).
We call [γˆ(b)] the invariant cycle associated to γ since [γˆ(b)] is invariant under analytic continuation
along any path in pi1(B \D, x0). The invariant cycle is well-defined on B \D but not unique, since both
[γ(b)] as well as the branches of ln(se) involve certain choices. From now on we fix one set of those
choices.
5.6. Holomorphic part of a period. We can now define the holomorphic part of the period which
appeared in the statement of Theorem 5.2. We recall that b = (η, t, h). We set
(5.2)
∫
γ
Hol(ω(b)) :=
∫
γthick
(t ? η + ξ) +
∫
γthin(b)
(t ? η + ξ)hol
where (t?η+ ξ)hol is the holomorphic part of the Laurent expansion of t?η+ ξ of η in φ±e -coordinates
near the nodes. We stress that we are not defining a differential Hol(ω(b)) but only the expression∫
γ
Hol(ω(b)). We define
∫
γ
Hol(η) in the same way where
∫
γthin(b)(t ? η + ξ)
hol is replaced by
∫
γthin
η.
Note that in particular
∫
γthin
ηhol =
∫
γthin
η if γ is non-horizontal and we thus obtain Corollary 5.3
We have now defined all the objects appearing in Theorem 5.2 and can thus proceed with the proof.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. We first show that the log period is indeed single-valued. Recall that both∫
γ(b) ω(b) and re(b) ln(se) are multivalued; analytic continuation along a path encircling the origin ke
times counter-clockwise in se-coordinates changes γ(b) 7→ γ(b) + ke 〈γ(b), λe〉 λe, where λe is the
vanishing cycle of the node e. Thus both
∫
γ(b) ω(b) and re(b) 〈γ(b), λe〉 ln(se) change under such an
analytic continuation by the addition of
ke
∫
λe
ω(b) = kere(b) 〈γ(b), λe〉 ,
and in particular their difference is single-valued. Our goal is to compare the periods of
∫
γ
η and∫
γ(b) ω(b). For this we need to use the plumbing construction of ω reviewed in Section 3.4. We split
the period over γ into the thick and thin part, i.e.
∫
γ(b) ω(b) =
∫
γ(b)thick ω(b) +
∫
γ(b)thin ω(b).
Over the thick part we have ∫
γ(b)thick
ω(b) =
∫
γthick
(t ? η + ξ(b))
and thus
lim
t,h7→0
1
td>(γ)e
∫
γ(b)thick
ω(b) =
∫
γthick>
η,
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since on X(i) the modification differential ξ is divisible by tdi−1e. It remains to compute the integral
over γ(b)thin.
We discuss the situation at vertical nodes, horizontal nodes and marked zeroes separately. We start
with the case of vertical nodes. We recall from the construction that, in this case, γ(b)thine consists
of two parts, the straight line from υ−1b (ς(b)) to p
±
0 and then a chosen path from p
+
0 = δ/
√
R to
p−0 = se
√
R/δ. We analyze both parts separately.
Near a vertical node e, in u-coordinates, we have∫ δ/√R
se
√
R/δ
(t ? η + ξ) =
∫ δ/√R
se
√
R/δ
(
td`(e+)euκe − re(b)) duu
=td`(e+)e · (δ/
√
R)κe − (se
√
R/δ)κe
κe
− re(b)
[
ln(δ/
√
R) − ln(se
√
R/δ)
]
.
Note that there exist integers αe such that
ln(se
√
R/δ) = ln(se) − ln(δ/
√
R) + 2piiαe.
We thus define ce := 2piiαe − 2 ln(δ/
√
R). Additionally, we compute∫
γthin
e+
η =
∫
γthin
e+
ηhol =
∫ δ/√R
0
uκe−1du =
(δ/
√
R)κe
κe
.
Finally, we need to estimate the period along the straight line segment from υ−1b (ς(b)) to p0. Recall
from Section 3.3 that υ−1b0 (ς(b0)) = p0 for all multi-scale differentials η and thus
lim
t,h 7→0 υ
−1
(η,t,h)(ς(η, t, h)) = p0.
We conclude that ∫ υ−1(η,t,h)(ς(η,t,h))
p0
(t ? η + ξ) = O(td`(e+)e(t + h)).
The notation O(tdie(t + h)) here means that the left-hand side is analytic in b = (t, h, η) and every
monomial in the power series expansion is divisible by tdieti or tdiehe for some i or e.
Putting everything together, we conclude that at vertical nodes∫
γ(b)thine
ω(b) = td`(e+)e
∫
γthin
e+
ηhol + re(b) ln(se) + O(td`(e+)e(t + h))
where we used that re(b) = O(td`(e+)e(t + h)).
We now turn to the case of a marked zero Zk. In this case γ(b)think consists of the straight line from
(υk,b)−1(ςh(b0)) to (υk,b0)−1(ςh(b0)) = p0 combined with the straight line from p0 to the origin.
As before we have ∫ υ−1(η,t,h)(ς(η,t,h))
p0
(t ? η + ξ) = O(td`(e+)e(t + h)).
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And furthermore ∫ p0
0
(t ? η + ξ) =
∫ p0
0
(
td`(e+)euκe−1
)
du
= td`(e+)e
∫
γthink
η = td`(e+)e
∫
γthink
ηhol.
Finally we address the case of horizontal nodes. In that case we have ηhol = 0 in φe-coordinates and∫ δ/√R
se
√
R/δ
(t ? η + ξ) =
∫ δ/√R
se
√
R/δ
−re(b)duu
= re(b) ln(se) + O(td`(e+)e(t + h)).

6. Setup for one-parameter families
Our method for studying the boundary of a linear subvariety is based on the observation that every
point in the boundary can be approached along a holomorphic one-parameter family. This will enable
us to do computations in one-parameter families, which is more useful for our purposes since it allows
to control the relative growth rates of the parameters ti and he. We first collect some simple facts about
one-parameter families.
6.1. Short arcs. See [KN15] for an introduction to this circle of ideas.
Definition 6.1. A (complex) analytic arc on a complex analytic space X is a holomorphic map f :
∆ → X. Given a subset Z ⊆ X, a short arc on (X,Z) is an analytic arc with f −1(Z) = {0}. We say
an analytic arc f connects two points x and y if both are contained in the image of f . Similarly we
say f passes through x if x is contained in the image. Furthermore we say a short arc f is smooth if
f (∆∗) ⊆ Xreg, where Xreg denotes the smooth locus of X.
Unless stated otherwise, we denote the coordinate on ∆ by z. Recall that we do not specify the radius
of ∆ in order to lighten the notation. The following is a simple consequence of the ideas developed by
Winkelmann in [Win05].
Lemma 6.2. Let X be an irreducible complex analytic space and let Z ⊆ X be a complex analytic
subspace. Then for any pair of points x ∈ X \ Z, z ∈ Z there exists a short arc f : ∆ → X on (X,Z)
connecting x and z. Furthermore if x ∈ Xreg\ Z, then there exists a smooth such arc f .
Proof. By [Win05, Thm. 5] there exists a holomorphic map f : ∆→ X passing through x and z. Since
f −1(Z) is a proper subspace, after possibly shrinking ∆, we can assume that f −1(Z) is a finite set. We
can choose a Jordan curve in ∆ such that z and x are in its interior component while all other points
of f −1(Z) lie in the exterior component. By the Riemann mapping theorem the interior component
is biholomorphic to ∆. For the second claim we proceed similarly. Again, after shrinking, we can
assume that the preimage f −1((X \ Z)sing) of the singular locus is finite. Again we choose a Jordan
curve containing z and x in its interior and all singular points in its exterior. 
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6.2. Log periods along one-parameter families. Along a one-parameter family f we immediately
get the following slight improvement of Theorem 5.2. We define σe to be the order of vanishing of
se ◦ f at z = 0.
Corollary 6.3. Let f : ∆ → B be a one-parameter family of differentials with multi-scale limit
f (0) = b0 = (X, η) and let γ ∈ H1(X \ P,Z). The log period ψ fγ along f defined by
ψ
f
γ(z) :=
1
td>(γ)e
∫
γ( f (z))
ω( f (z)) −
∑
e∈E
〈γ, λe〉 re( f (z))σe
 ln(z)
is single-valued, analytic in a neighborhood of the origin, and satisfies
ψ
f
γ(0) =
∫
γ>
Hol(η) +
∑
e∈E
〈γ>, λe〉 resq−e (η)σec′e
 .
Here c′e are constants and γ> is the restriction of γ to its top level.
Proof. Along f we can write se( f (z)) = zσeege(z) for some analytic function ge. Then for each e there
exists an integer ke such that
ln(se) = σe ln(z) + g(z) + 2piike.
We thus compute
ψγ( f (z)) = ψ
f
γ(z) −
∑
e∈E
〈γ, λe〉 re( f (z))td>(γ)e (g(z) + 2piike)

and then the result follows directly from Theorem 5.2 by setting c′e := ce + g(0) + 2piike. 
We note that since b0 is contained in the most degenerate stratum DΓ ⊆ D, all integers σe are strictly
positive.
The usefulness of log periods ψ fγ along f stems from the fact that the logarithmic divergence now only
depends on one variable z. Thus in order to get sufficient control over the divergence of ψ fγ on the
punctured disk ∆∗, we only need to control one expression
∑
e∈E(Γ)〈γ>, λe〉re( f (z))σe.
7. Monodromy of complex linear varieties
7.1. The Gauss-Manin connection. In this subsection we let (pi : T → A, ω) be an arbitrary family
of flat surfaces over an arbitrary smooth base A.
We let L be the local system, or equivalently the vector bundle with flat connection, of relative coho-
mology over A, with fiber La ' H1(Ta \ Pa,Za,Z). More explicitly,
L := R1(pi|T\P)∗ j!Z
where j : Z → T \ P is the inclusion of the reduced zero-divisor of ω. For any given pair of points
a, a′ ∈ A choose a path γ connecting them. The Gauss-Manin connection associated to L allows to
identify different fibers La ' La′ via parallel transport along γ. For convenience of the reader, we recall
the details. On any contractible neighborhood W ⊆ A we can trivialize L and thus identify La ' La′
for all a, a′ ∈ W. Let γ : [0, 1] → A be a path and let V ⊆ Lγ(0) be a subspace. By covering γ([0, 1])
with finitely many contractible neighborhoods, we get an induced isomorphism φγ : Lγ(0) ' Lγ(1) and
we define
GMγ(V) := φγ(V) ⊆ Lγ(1),
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which only depends on the homotopy class of γ and not on how it is covered by contractible neigh-
borhoods.
7.2. Hodge theoretic description of log periods. We now describe the monodromy action on the
relative cohomology near the boundary of ΞMg,n(µ). As a byproduct, we get a more conceptual
definition of log periods. In this subsection we work with the local universal family (Y → B, ω) of
multi-scale differentials. For the remainder of this subsection only we relabel the local coordinates on
B. We set
(z1, . . . , zM, zM+1, . . . , zN+M) := b = (η, t, h)
where we recall from eq. (2.6) that N = `(Γ) − 1 + |Ehor | and M = dim U.
The boundary D of B in these coordinates is then D =
(∏M+N
k=M+1 zk = 0
)
. The universal family (Y, ω)
over B \ D = ∆M × (∆∗)N is a family of flat surfaces contained in H(µ). We now restrict the local
system L from Section 7.1 to B \ D with associated monodromy action
ZN ' pi1(B \ D, x0)→ GL(H1(i)(Xx0 \ Px0 ,Zx0 ,Z))
for some base point x0.
Convention 7.1. From now on x0 ∈ B \ D always denotes a base point in H(µ) with corresponding
fiber (Xx0 , ωx0).
Let Tk be the monodromy operator, i.e. the image under the monodromy action, of the standard
generator of pi1(B \ D, x0) encircling the origin once in the coordinate zk and constant otherwise. We
sometimes write Ti or Te instead of Tk if zk = ti or zk = se. The monodromy action can be computed
explicitly from the construction of ΞMg,n(µ) in Section 3. We have
(7.1) Te([γ]) = [γ] + 〈γ, λe〉 [λe],
i.e. Te acts as a Dehn twist along λe. Similarly,
(7.2) Ti([γ]) = [γ] +
∑
e∈Ever , `(e−)≤i<`(e+)
me,i 〈γ, λe〉 [λe],
i.e. Ti acts as a multitwist along all curves λe with `(e−) ≤ i < `(e+). Note that in particular
(I − Tk)2 = 0 for all k.
We set
(7.3) Nk := − log Tk = I − Tk.
We choose a basis {γ1(b), . . . , γn(b)} of H1(Xx0\Px0 ,Zx0) where n := dim H1(Xx0\Px0 ,Zx0) = dimH(µ).
Due to the multivaluedness of γk(b), there are two ways of defining a relative period map, which we
now explain. We choose one of the branches γk(b) near x0, as explained in Section 5.4.
Definition 7.2. Locally in a period chart W around x0 ∈ B \ D we can define ϕ : W → Cn by
ϕ(b) :=
(∫
γk(b)
ω
)
k=1,...,n
.
Note that ϕ does depend on the choice of branches for γk(b). We cannot extend ϕ to all of B \ D
due to the monodromy action but we still have the following analogue. The fundamental group ZN '
pi1(B \ D, x0) acts on Cn ' H1(Xx0 \ Px0 ,Zx0) by
(m1, . . . ,mN) · v = T m11 ◦ · · · ◦ T mNN (v)
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and we denote pi : Cn → Cn /ZN the quotient by the monodromy action. On B \ D we define the
relative log period map φ : B \D→ Cn /ZN by setting φ := pi ◦ ϕ. Note that φ does not depend on the
choice of branches for γk(b), since different branches of log periods differ exactly by the monodromy
action for some path γ ∈ pi1(B \ D, x0).
Via the universal cover
p˜i : ∆M × HN → ∆M × (∆∗)N
(w1, . . . ,wN+M) 7→ (w1, . . . ,wM, e2piiwM+1 , . . . , e2piiwM+N ).
we obtain a lifting φ˜ of φ that fits in the following commutative diagram:
∆M × HN Cn
∆M × (∆∗)N Cn /ZN
φ˜
p˜i pi
φ
.
The map
ψ˜ : ∆M × HN → Cn,
(w1, . . . ,wN+M) 7→ e−
∑M+N
k=M+1 wkNk−M φ˜(w)
is ZN-invariant and thus descends to a map ψ : ∆M × (∆∗)N → Cn.
Proposition 7.3. The map ψ : ∆M × (∆∗)N → Cn is, up to rescaling of each component by the scaling
parameters of the top level of the corresponding curve, given by log periods. More precisely,
ψ(w) =
(
td>(γk)eψγk (w)
)n
k=1
for all w ∈ ∆M × (∆∗)N .
Proof. In eq. (7.1) and eq. (7.2) we described the action of Ti and Te on homology. Thus, if we locally
write we = 12pii ln(se),wi =
1
2pii ln(ti), we can compute
e−
∑
k wkNk ψ˜(w) =
∫
γk(w)
ω − 1
2pii
∑
e∈E
〈γ, λe〉
(∫
λe
ω
)
ln(se)
n
k=1
.
Now compare this with Definition 5.1, where we defined log periods. 
7.3. Setup for complex linear varieties. Let M ⊆ H(µ) be a linear subvariety. Since M is algebraic,
the Euclidean closure M ⊆ ΞMg,n(µ) is an algebraic variety. This uses the algebraicity of ΞMg,n(µ)
([BCGGM19, Thm 14.14]). We stress that this is the only time where we use algebraicity of M. From
now on we assume that our chosen base point b0 is contained in ∂M∩DΓ. Locally near b0, the variety
M has finitely many irreducible components. Note that this only uses the fact M is an analytic variety,
i.e. we do not have to use algebraicity a second time.
Assumption 7.4. For now we will assume that M is irreducible near b0 and will work under this
assumption. In Section 8.4 we explain how to extend the results to the general case.
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Note that a linear subvariety is only near a smooth point defined by a single linear subspace. Near
singular points it looks like a union of multiple linear subspaces. For example, affine invariant sub-
manifolds are manifolds immersed in a stratum and the points of self-intersections correspond exactly
to the singular locus.
We choose x0 ∈ Mreg ∩ B in the smooth locus Mreg of M. In a local period chart near x0, the variety
M coincides with a linear subspace V ⊆ H1(Xx0 \ Px0 ,Zx0). By abuse of notation we don’t distinguish
the subspace V from the analytic subvariety it defines in a period chart. We let {γ′1, . . . , γ′n′} be a
basis of H1(X \ P,Z) where n′ = dim H1(X \ P,Z) and choose a Γ-adapted basis {γ1(b), . . . , γn(b)}
of H1(Xx0 \ Px0 ,Zx0) such that each cycle is either a deformation of γ′k for some k as described in
Section 5.2, a vanishing cycle or a horizontal-crossing cycle. In coordinates given by the Γ-adapted
basis we can write
V = (A · ϕ(b) = 0)
where A = (Akl)k=1,...,codim(M)
l=1,...,n
and ϕ(b) :=
(∫
γl(b)
ω(b)
)
l=1,...,n
. To make our computations easier, we
will always assume that the matrix A is in reduced row echelon form. This will be useful in two ways:
this determines the matrix A uniquely, and allows us to read off the rank of A easily, for computations
in Section 8. We consider linear equations on H1(Xx0 \ Px0 ,Zx0) as elements of the dual and thus as
homology classes.
We let
`(l) := >([γl]), `(k) := max
l=1,...,n
{`(l) | Akl , 0}.
Let A(i) = (A(i)kl )kl denote the matrix obtained from A by defining
A(i)kl :=
Akl if `(k) = `(l) = i0 otherwise .
and deleting all zero rows. In words, A(i) collects all the linear equations of top level i and restricts
them to the subsurface X(i), i.e. forgets about all terms in the linear equations corresponding to cycles
of levels below i. Furthermore, let A(i),ver denote the submatrix of A(i) only containing rows corre-
sponding to non-horizontal equations. We refer to A(i) as i-th level equations and to A(i),ver as vertical
i-th level equations.
From now on, x0 denotes a point in M and b0 a point in ∂M ∩ DΓ. If not stated otherwise, we denote
by f a short arc on (B, B ∩ D
Γ
) connecting x0 and b0. We recall that these notions were defined
in Section 6.1.
Definition 7.5. A short arc f on (B, B ∩ D
Γ
) is called an M-disk if f (∆∗) ⊆ Mreg.
7.4. Monodromy along arcs. Let f be as above. Then the monodromy of the local system f ∗(L |B\U)
can be described directly as follows. For every level i and every horizontal node e we define σi and
σe to be the orders of vanishing of ti and he, respectively, as functions of z. At vertical nodes we set
σe :=
`(e+)−1∑
i=`(e−)
me,iσi.
Thus σe is defined for all nodes e ∈ E as the vanishing order of se ◦ f at z = 0. We call the tuple
(7.4) σ f :=
(
(σi)i∈L(Γ)• , (σe)e∈Ehor
)
∈ ZN
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the monodromy type of f . We let T f be the monodromy of the standard generator on ∆∗ and denote
N f = I − T f its monodromy logarithm. We have the explicit equation
N f =
∑
i∈L(Γ)•
σiNi +
∑
e∈Ehor
σeNe.(7.5)
where we recall the monodromy logarithms Nk from Section 7.2. In particular the monodromy action
on the homology H1(Xx0 \ Px0 ,Zx0) is completely determined by the monodromy type.
We now study one-parameter families of differentials contained in a linear subvariety. For an arc
f : ∆ → B the monodromy of f ∗(L) is controlled completely by the monodromy type N f . Along a
one-parameter family contained in a linear subvariety, the monodromy acts trivially on the defining
subspaces and this forces the linear equations for V to be of a special type. That is precisely the
content of the next proposition.
Proposition 7.6. Let f be an M-disk. Then
N f (V) ⊆ V,
i.e. the linear subspace defining M is invariant under the monodromy logarithm.
Proof. Let y ∈ ∆∗ and γ : [0, 1]→ ∆∗ be any path starting at z0 and ending at y. We let
S := {t ∈ [0, 1] : GMγ(t)(V) = M in a period chart containing f (γ(t))}.
Note that by abuse of notation we do not distinguish between the vector space GMγ(t) and the analytic
variety it defines in a small period chart around γ(t). A period chart here is any contractible subset W ⊆
H(µ) such that periods are injective. The set S is open and non-empty. Let (tn)n be a sequence in S
converging to t. After passing to a subsequence we can assume that the whole segment f (γ([t1, t])) lies
in a contractible period chart W around f (γ(t)). Furthermore, we can choose W such that GMγ(t) V∩W
is irreducible. By assumption there exists a contractible period chart W1 ⊆ W containing f (γ(t1)) such
that
GMγ(t) V ∩W1 = GMγ(t1) V ∩W1 = M ∩W1
where the first equality follows since GMγ(t) V and GMγ(t1) are obtained from each other via paral-
lel transport along γ|[t1,t] and thus both vector spaces define the same analytic variety. Since both
GMγ(t) V ∩W and M ∩W are irreducible it follows that we have equality GMγ(t) V ∩W = M ∩W.
Let γ′ be another path connecting z0 and y. We then have
GMγ V ∩W = M ∩W = GMγ′ V ∩W
and thus GMγ V = GMγ′ V .
The second statement follows by choosing a loop γ starting at x0. Since GMγ V = V , the monodromy
operator T f = I − N f sends V to itself and thus N f (V) ⊆ V . 
Remark 7.7. Proposition 7.6 should be seen as a type of Cylinder deformation theorem, see [Wri15,
Thm. 5.1] in the sense that it constrains the possible linear equations of complex linear varieties. In
period coordinates the equations for M are
(7.6)
n∑
l=1
Akl
∫
γl(b)
ω(b) = 0 for k = 1, . . . , codim(M),
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and the condition N f (V) ⊆ V can be written as
(7.7)
n∑
l=1
Akl
∑
e∈E
〈γl, λe〉σere(b)
 = 0 for k = 1, . . . , codim(M).
Thus every linear equation for M forces an additional relation between the vanishing cycle periods.
Furthermore, note that the coefficients of eq. (7.7) involve the monodromy type of f . In particular
the monodromy type of M-disks is not arbitrary. This is the main motivation for the complicated
construction of the log period space LPSσ in Section 8.
In Section 9 we give an example of how one linear equation forces an additional one. We will return to
an investigation of the relationship between the linear equations inside a stratum and near the boundary
in a future work.
Along M-disks we can rewrite the linear equations cutting out V in period coordinates as linear equa-
tions in log periods and, this will allow us to take the limit of the linear equations as z goes to zero
and to obtain necessary linear equations that are satisfied on the boundary ∂M.
Corollary 7.8. Let f be an M-disk. Then the boundary point b0 = f (0) lies in the linear subvariety
of U ⊆ D
Γ
locally defined by the equations
(7.8) A(i) · ψ f (0) = 0 for every i ∈ L(Γ),
where ψ f (0) :=
(
ψ
f
γk (0)
)n
k=1
is the vector of log periods.
Proof. Locally near x0 we know that
0 =
n∑
l=1
Akl
∫
γl(z)
ω
=
n∑
l=1
Akl
∫
γl(z)
ω −
∑
e∈E
〈γl, λe〉σere(b) ln(z)

=
n∑
l=1
Akl · td`(l)eψ fγl(z),
where the second equality follows from eq. (7.7). After rescaling each equation by 1td`(k)e , it follows
that the function ∑
l
Akl
td`(l)e
td`(k)e
ψ
f
γl(z)
is identically zero on ∆∗. We then take the limit as z 7→ 0. Since
lim
z7→0
td`(l)e
td`(k)e
=
1 if `(l) = `(k),0 if `(l) < `(k)
we conclude that
lim
z 7→0
∑
l
Akl
td`(l)e
td`(k)e
ψ
f
γl(z) =
∑
l
A(`(k))kl ψ
f
γl(0).

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Remark 7.9. Equation (7.8) depends not only on the limit point b0, but also on the short arc f . On the
other hand, if we restrict ourselves to the vertical equations, we can write
(7.9) A(i),ver · ψ f (0) =
 ∑
l:`(l)=`(k)=i
A(i)kl
∫
(γl)>
η

k
= 0
where the index k runs only over non-horizontal equations. Note that eq. (7.9) is independent of f and
only depends on the limit point b0. The goal of the next section is to show that given any boundary
point b0 ∈ DΓ satisfying Equation (7.9), we can choose a short arc f such that eq. (7.8) are satisfied
along f . I.e. showing that such b0 lies in ∂M and thus proving sufficiency of the linear equations
which were shown above to be necessary in Corollary 7.8.
Remark 7.10 (Avoiding the cautionary example). In [CW19, Section 4] the authors give an example
of a continuous family f : [0, ε0) → ΞMg,n(µ) that satisfies certain linear equations for t ∈ (0, ε0)
such that the limit at t = 0 does not satisfy the limit of the equations, which is in stark contrast to
Corollary 7.8. The limit (X0, ω0) is a multi-scale differential which contains two horizontal nodes
and such that their plumbing parameters along f behave like e−1/t2 and thus are not real-analytic at
t = 0. On the other hand, for families that extend real-analytically to the boundary an analogue of
Corollary 7.8 holds, since all periods and plumbing parameters asymptotically grow like a power of
the base parameter and are thus comparable to each other.
8. The defining equations on the boundary
This section contains the proof of Theorem 1.2. The setup of this section is the same as in Section 7.3.
We recall what we need to prove. Given any boundary point b0 ∈ ∂M ∩ DΓ, we need to show that
in a small neighborhood U ⊆ D
Γ
of b0 the subvariety ∂M ∩ U of U is defined by linear equations in
generalized period coordinates, as introduced in Section 2.6. In eq. (7.9) we have found a collection
of necessary equations satisfied by ∂M ∩ D
Γ
⊂ D
Γ
in a neighborhood of b0, and our goal is now to
show that these equations are sufficient, i.e. that any point in D
Γ
near b0 satisfying them indeed is
contained in ∂M.
Definition 8.1. We define V lim to be the subvariety of U ⊆ D
Γ
defined by eq. (7.9), that is we define
V lim :=
(
A(i),ver · ϕver(η) = 0, i ∈ L(Γ)
)
where ϕver(η) := (
∫
(γl)>
η)l.
Recall that geometrically this means we take the equations defining M, restrict them to each level
subsurface of the stable curve, and forget about all horizontal-crossing equations.
The following proposition says precisely that ∂M ∩ D
Γ
is defined by the linear equations V lim, i.e.
satisfying the linear equations defining V lim are both necessary and sufficient conditions for a point
of D
Γ
to be contained in ∂M ∩ D
Γ
.
Proposition 8.2. After possibly shrinking U, we have
∂M ∩ U = V lim.
For now we only prove the necessity part of Proposition 8.2, which follows readily from Corollary 7.8.
The proof of sufficiency is the core argument, which we will give in Section 8.2.
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Proof of the containment ∂M ∩ U ⊆ V lim. Let b0 ∈ ∂M ∩ U. By Lemma 6.2 there exists an M-disk
connecting b0 and x0. By Corollary 7.8 the limit f (0) = b0 satisfies the equations
A(i) · ψ fγ(0) = 0
which in particular implies
A(i),ver · ϕver(η) = 0
as explained in Remark 7.9 
8.1. Proof of the main theorem. Assuming the proof of Proposition 8.2 for now, we show how to
finish the proof of our main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We stress that at the moment we still work under the additional assumption
that ∂M is locally irreducible near b0. The general case will be handled in Section 8.4.
We recall our setup for convenience. Let b0 ∈ ∂M ∩ DΓ and U ⊆ DΓ a period chart containing b0. To
finish the proof we need to exhibit linear equations defining ∂M in a neighborhood of b0. The content
of Proposition 8.2 is exactly that ∂M ∩ U is defined by the linear equations defining V lim. 
8.2. The log period space. Our goal is now to show the remaining inclusion ∂M ∩ U ⊇ V lim, after
possibly further shrinking U. For this we need a new concept, the log period space, which we now
motivate. We have already seen in Proposition 7.6 and Remark 7.7 that along one-parameter families
the monodromy type of a short arc is restricted by the linear equations for V . Instead of working
on ΞMg,n(µ), where the monodromy around the boundary is unrestricted, we will thus work on a
suitable cover LPSσ, the log period space. On U the linear equations defining M are only well-
defined in a small period chart, and they do not extend to a whole neighborhood of the boundary due
to monodromy. But LPSσ will be defined in such a way that the linear equations extend to a whole
neighborhood of the boundary and thus define a subvariety V˜σ ⊆ LPSσ. By studying the limiting
behavior of the equations for V˜σ explicitly, we will be able to prove the inclusion above. We remark
that there is not just one log period space, but rather a collection (V˜σ ⊆ LPSσ), σ ∈ Σ indexed by the
set Σ of possible vanishing orders of coordinates ti and he along one-parameter families. In contrast to
ΞMg,n(µ), on LPSσ the vanishing of the plumbing parameters se is controlled by a single parameter
z, and the discrete data σ controls how fast each plumbing parameters tends to zero. Thus LPSσ has
monodromy properties similar to a holomorphic arc. Before giving the (technical) definition of LPSσ,
we state its properties that we need, and then demonstrate how LPSσ can be used to finish the proof
of Proposition 8.2.
Proposition 8.3. There exists a collection of varieties (V˜σ ⊆ LPSσ)σ∈Σ with maps piσ : LPSσ → B
such that
(1) every M-disk f can be lifted to a short arc f˜ : ∆→ V˜σ on (V˜σ, V˜σ∩pi−1σ (DΓ)) for some σ ∈ Σ;
(2) for every short arc f˜ on (V˜σ, V˜σ ∩ pi−1σ (DΓ)) passing through some preimage of x0 under piσ,
the composition piσ ◦ f˜ is an M-disk;
(3) V˜σ is smooth at any point of the preimage pi−1σ (DΓ);
(4) the restriction (piσ)|V˜σ∩pi−1σ (DΓ) is open, and piσ(V˜σ) ∩ U ⊆ V
lim.
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Assuming the above proposition for now, we can prove the other containment in Proposition 8.2,
finishing its proof, and thus also the proof of our main theorem.
Proof of Proposition 8.2. Proof of the containment ∂M ∩U ⊇ V lim: Choose an M-disk f0 connecting
b0 and x0. By (1) there exists a lift f˜0 to a short arc on V˜σ for some σ. Let b˜0, x˜0 be some piσ-preimages
of b0, x0 contained in f˜0(∆), respectively. Let Z be the irreducible component of V˜σ containing f˜0.
Since V˜σ is smooth at b˜0 by (3), only one irreducible component of V˜σ passes through b˜0 and thus
there exists an open neighborhood W ⊆ V˜σ of b˜0 contained in Z. We define Ub0 := piσ(W ∩ pi−1σ (U)) =
piσ(W) ∩ U, and note that Ub0 is an open neighborhood of b0 by (4). It remains to show that(
∂M ∩ Ub0
) ⊇ (V lim ∩ Ub0) .
By definition of Ub0 , for any point z ∈ V lim ∩ Ub0 there exists a piσ-preimage z˜ ∈ W ⊆ Z of z. Since
Z is irreducible, there exists a short arc on (Z,Z ∩ pi−1σ (DΓ)) connecting z˜ and x˜0. Composing with piσ
yields an M-disk connecting z and x0 by (2). By the definition of M-disks, this shows z ∈ ∂M. 
8.3. The construction of LPSσ. We now start constructing the log period spaces LPSσ. In this
section we write an element σ ∈ ZN as
σ = ((σi)i∈L(Γ)• , (σe)e∈Ehor ).
We consider the positive cone
C :=
{
σ ∈ ZN |σi > 0, σe > 0
}
⊆ ZN .
In analogy to the monodromy logarithm N f of a short arc, see eq. (7.5), for any σ ∈ C we define the
associated monodromy logarithm
Nσ :=
∑
i∈L(Γ)•
σiNi +
∑
e∈Ehor
σeNe .
Additionally, we define the V-preserving cone to be the set of those monodromy logarithms that
preserve V:
Σ := {σ ∈ C |Nσ(V) ⊆ V}.
This Σ will be the index set for LPSσ stipulated in the Proposition above. By Proposition 7.6 we have
σ f ∈ CV for any M-disk f , where we recall σ f from Section 7.4.
Our construction of LPSσ proceeds in two steps. First we define a covering space piσ : LPS◦σ → B\D,
and then construct LPSσ by adding suitable limit points to LPS◦σ such that the map extends to a
holomorphic map piσ : LPSσ → B.
We start by describing LPS◦σ. We let piσ : LPS◦σ → B \ D be the covering of B \ D corresponding to
the cyclic subgroup 〈σ〉 ⊆ ZN = pi1(B \ D). Denote coordinates on ∆∗ × CN−1 ×∆M by
b˜ = (z, ν = ((νi)i∈L(Γ)• , χ = (χe)e∈Ehor ), η).
If Γ has at least two levels, we set ν`(Γ) = 0. On the other hand, if `(Γ) = 0, we choose one horizontal
node e0 ∈ Ehor and set χe0 = 0. This notation will simplify the following formulas.
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Explicitly, we can describe LPS◦σ ⊆ ∆∗ × CN−1 ×∆M as the domain (that is, open connected subset)
given by
LPS◦σ :=
{
(z, ν, χ, η), | Im νi > σi2pi log |z|, Im χe > σe2pi log |z|
}
.
Note that LPS◦σ is diffeomorphic to ∆∗×HN−1 ×∆M, since the conditions on the imaginary parts define
a family of smoothly varying horizontal half-planes over the punctured disk, and thus in particular
pi1(LPS◦σ) ' Z.
The covering map
piσ : LPS◦σ → ∆∗ × (∆∗)N−1 × ∆M = B \ D
is explicitly given by
z = z, ti = zσie2piiνi , he = zσee2piiχe , η = η.
Additionally, the universal cover H×HN−1 ×∆M → LPS◦σ is given by
z = e2piiτ, ti = αi − σiτ, he = βe − σeτ, η = η
where (τ, (αi), (βe), η) are the coordinates on H×HN−1 ×∆M. At horizontal nodes we set se(b˜) :=
he(b˜) = zσee2piiχe and we are now going to also define functions se : LPS◦σ → C at vertical nodes. For
any vertical node e we define
σe :=
`(e+)−1∑
i=`(e−)
me,iσi, χe :=
`(e+)−1∑
i=`(e−)
me,iνi,(8.1)
se(b˜) := zσee2piiχe .(8.2)
Here σe and χe are defined such that the relation
se =
`(e+)−1∏
`(e−)
tme,ii
is satisfied, where me,i was defined by eq. (2.1). The fact that Nσ preserves V is then equivalent to∑
l
Akl
∑
e∈E
〈γl, λe〉 re(b)σe = 0 for all k = 1, . . . , codim(M).
Note that this follows from eq. (7.7) together with eq. (8.1).
We let finally
LPSσ := LPS◦σ unionsq
(
{0} × CN−1 ×∆M
)
⊆ ∆ × CN−1 ×∆M.
Observe that LPSσ = int(LPS◦σ) ⊆ ∆ × CN−1 ×∆M and thus LPSσ is open.
Remark 8.4. The space LPS◦σ can be seen as a family of products of horizontal half-planes {Im z >
c(b)} parametrized over the punctured disk with limb7→0 c(b) = −∞. Each half-plane becomes a copy
of C in the limit b 7→ 0 and taking the interior closure of LPS◦σ fills in the limiting copies of C.
Furthermore, since piσ : LPS◦σ → B \ D is the restriction of a holomorphic map CN+M → CN+M, it
extends to a holomorphic map of the closures LPSσ → B, which we still denote piσ. The boundary D˜
of LPSσ is
D˜ := {z = 0} = pi−1σ (B ∩ DΓ) = LPSσ \LPS◦σ ⊆ LPSσ .
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Arc log periods. Now that we have explicitly described the log period space LPSσ, we describe a
variant of log periods which is suitably adapted to LPSσ.
Definition 8.5. We define the arc log period ψ∆γ : LPSσ → C by
ψ∆γ (b˜) :=
1
td>(γ)e
∫
γ(b˜)
ω(b˜) −
∑
e∈E
〈γ, λe〉 re(b˜)
σe ln(z))
where σe is defined by eq. (8.1).
As in the case of one-parameter families Corollary 6.3, we can use the asymptotics of log periods
from Theorem 5.2 to obtain the limit of arc log periods at the boundary D˜.
Proposition 8.6. The arc log period ψ∆γ : LPSσ → C is single-valued and analytic. Furthermore,
ψ∆γ (0, ν, χ, η) =
∫
γ>
Hol(η) +
∑
e∈E
〈γ>, λe〉 resq+e (η)(χe + c˜e)
 .
where c˜e are certain constants, depending only on the choice of normal form coordinates and branches
of logarithms.
Proof. We write b = piσ(b˜) for the rest of the proof. For all nodes e, there exist integers k′e such that
ln(se(b˜)) = σe ln(z) + χe + 2piik′e
by eq. (8.1). We thus have
ψγ(b) =
1
td>(γ)e
∫
γ
ω(b) −
∑
e∈E
〈γ, λe〉 re(b) ln(se)

= ψ∆γ (b˜) −
∑
e∈E
〈γ, λe〉 re(b)td>(γ)e
(
χe + 2piik′e
)
Thus the result follows from Theorem 5.2 with c˜e := ce + 2piik′e. 
The subvariety V˜σ. We now come to the definition of V˜σ ⊆ LPSσ. On the stratum we can only define
the linear equations defining M in a small period chart. Due to monodromy, periods do not extend as
holomorphic functions to the boundary ∂ΞMg,n(µ). On the other hand, we have seen that log periods
do extend to ΞMg,n(µ). Thus naïvely one would try to convert the linear equations defining M into
equations involving log periods. The naïve idea does not work since the logarithmic divergences do
not cancel out. The space LPSσ is constructed in such a way that the logarithmic divergences cancel
out, and thus we will be able to rewrite linear equations in period coordinates as equations in arc log
periods. We let A′ = (A′kl)1≤k≤codim(M),1≤l≤n be the matrix with
A′kl :=
td`(l)e
td`(k)e
Akl
being the equations for V , suitably rescaled, and define
(8.3) V˜σ :=
{
b˜ ∈ LPSσ : A′ · ψ∆(b˜) = 0
}
⊆ LPSσ
where ψ∆ := (ψ∆γk (b˜))k. The rescaling factors in the definition of A
′
kl are motivated by the proof
of Corollary 7.8.
The next result says that, over a period chart, V˜σ is just the piσ-preimage of V .
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Proposition 8.7. For any sufficiently small period chart W ⊆ B \ D containing x0 we have
piσ(V˜σ) ∩W = V ∩W,(8.4)
pi−1σ (V ∩W) = V˜σ ∩ pi−1σ (W).(8.5)
Proof. For any b˜ ∈ pi−1σ (W) we compute
n∑
l=1
Akltd`(l)eψ∆γl(b˜) =
∑
l
Akl
∫
γl
ω −
∑
e∈E
〈γl, λe〉σere(b) ln(z)
 .
Since the matrix A are the defining linear equations for the linear subvariety M near x0, it follows
from Proposition 7.6 or equivalently eq. (7.7) that
n∑
l=1
Akl ·
∑
e∈E
〈γl, λe〉σere(b)
 = 0 for k = 1, . . . , codim(M).
Thus pi−1σ (V ∩ W) = V˜σ ∩ pi−1σ (W) and the first claim follows since W is contained in the image of
piσ. 
We now study the limiting behavior of the equations defining V˜σ on the boundary D˜ of LPSσ, for
arbitrary σ.
Consider one of the defining equations
∑n
l=1 A
′
klψ
∆
γl
= 0 of V˜σ and restrict it to D˜ = {z = 0}. In the
limit z 7→ 0 only the arc log periods ψ∆γl with `(l) = `(k) contribute. Thus, using Proposition 8.6 the
equations for V˜σ ∩ D˜ can be written as
(8.6)
∑
{l:`(l)=`(k)}
Akl
∫
(γl)>
Hol(η) +
∑
e∈E
〈(γl)>, λe〉 rese(η)(χe + c˜e)
 = 0.
Thus on the boundary D˜, the equations for V˜σ and for pi−1σ (V lim) coincide except for the equations
involving horizontal nodes. As a corollary of this discussion we obtain
Corollary 8.8. The image piσ(V˜σ ∩ D˜) is contained in V lim.
The following step is crucial in the proof of property (3) of Proposition 8.3.
Proposition 8.9. For any b˜0 ∈ V˜σ ∩ D˜, the subvarieties V˜σ and V˜σ ∩ D˜ are smooth at b˜0 and further-
more the restriction
(piσ)|V˜σ∩D˜ : V˜σ ∩ D˜→ V lim
is a submersion at b˜0.
Remark 8.10. This Proposition is the key technical component of the proof of Theorem 1.2. The proof
uses both the asymptotic analysis for log periods as well as the notion of Γ-adapted basis in a crucial
way.
Proof. For the rest of the proof we write L = `(Γ). We start with the smoothness of V˜σ. We choose a
Γ-adapted basis
{γ1, . . . , γn} ={
δ(0)1 , . . . , δ
(0)
c(0), α
(0)
1 , . . . , α
(0)
d(0), . . . , δ
(L)
1 , . . . , δ
(L)
c(L), α
(L)
1 , . . . , α
(L)
d(L)
}
,
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where we recall that α(i)1 , . . . , α
(i)
d(i) are non-horizontal cycles of level i and δ
(i)
1 , . . . , δ
(i)
c(i) are horizontal-
crossing cycle of level i. We will write χ(i)l instead of χe where e is the unique horizontal edge crossed
by δ(i)l . For each level i we order the Γ-adapted basis in such a way that
∫
(αid(i))>
η , 0. Additionally, if
Γ has only one level, we also arrange that δ(0)d(0) crosses only the horizontal node e0, where χe0 is the
omitted coordinate on LPSσ.
Let F1, . . . , Fcodim(M) be the defining equations for V˜σ in LPSσ, considered as functions on LPSσ. Our
goal is to show that the Jacobian matrix of the F1, . . . , Fcodim(M) has full rank with respect to a suitable
coordinate system on LPSσ. For this we recall that LPSσ has different coordinates, depending on
whether Γ has only one or multiple levels.
In the case of only one level we can describe a coordinate system as follows. We choose a horizontal
edge e0 such that the coordinate χe0 is omitted. Then z, χe for e ∈ Ehor \ {e0} and
∫
(γ(0)l )>
η for l =
1, . . . , d(0) are coordinates on LPSσ.
On the other hand if Γ has multiple levels, coordinates on LPSσ are given by z, νi for i = 1, . . . `(Γ)−1,
χe for e ∈ Ehor and
∫
(α(i)l )>
η for i = 0, . . . , `(Γ) and l = 1, . . . , d(i) − 1 as well as ∫(α(0)d(0))>
We are now going to compute the Jacobian with respect to the coordinate systems just described. For
this we write
Fk =
n∑
l=1
Akl
td`(l)e
td`(k)e
ψ∆γl ,
where Akl are the coefficients of the linear equations defining V . We assume, as always, that the matrix
A = (Akl) is in reduced row echelon form and we denote Akp(k) the pivot of the k-th row. For the rest
of the proof we write u := codim(M) and we let F1, . . . , Fu′ be the linear equations such that the pivot
corresponds to some horizontal-crossing cycle ψ
δ(i)e
and Fu′+1, . . . , Fu the remaining equations. In the
former case, we let e(k) be the horizontal edge crossed by the pivot.
We now distinguish the two cases described above. First we assume that Γ has more than one level.
For every 1 ≤ k ≤ u′ we can write, using Proposition 8.6,
Fk = re(k)(χe(k) + c˜e(k)) + hk(b˜) + zgk(b˜)
where gk, hk are analytic. Furthermore by inspecting Proposition 8.6 closely we see that
hk(b˜) = hk
χ(`(k))p(k)+1, . . . , χ(`(k))c(k) ,∫(
α(`(k)1
)
>
η, . . . ,
∫
(
α(`(k))d(k)
)
>
η
 .
Similarly, the remaining equations Fu′+1, . . . , Fu can be written near b˜0 as
Fk =
∫
(
α(`(k)p(k)
)
>
η + hk
∫(
α(`(k)p(k)+1
)
>
η, . . . ,
∫
(
α(`(k)d(k)
)
>
η
 + zgk (˜b)
where again hk and gk are analytic.
We note that in this case p(k) , d(i) since otherwise
∫(
α(i)d(i)
)
>
η = 0, which can be seen by taking the
limit of the equations at b0. Thus for any equation Fk, k > u′ the pivot
∫(
α(`(k)p(k)
)
>
η is a coordinate on
LPSσ. Thus the submatrix of the Jacobian corresponding to χe(k) for k = 1, . . . , u′ and
∫(
α(`(k)p(k)
)
>
η for
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k = u′ + 1, . . . , u has full rank at b˜0 and therefore V˜σ is smooth at b˜0. Smoothness of V˜σ ∩ D˜ follows
similarly, by noting that additionally z is one of the coordinates on LPSσ.
The argument is very similar in the second case where Γ has only one level, with some care needed to
make sure everything works out well for the omitted coordinate χe0 = χ
(0)
c(0). We recall that we ordered
the Γ-adapted basis in such a way that χe(i) is the omitted coordinate on LPSσ. We claim that δ
(0)
c(0) does
not correspond to any of the pivots p(k), since otherwise we would have rese0(η) = 0 by Remark 7.7,
which is impossible. Thus, as before, each pivot corresponds to a coordinate on LPSσ, and thus the
Jacobian has full rank.
We now come to the final claim that (piσ)|V˜σ∩D˜ : V˜σ ∩ D˜ → V lim is a submersion at b˜0. Let Ω ⊆{1, . . . , n} be the set of all non-pivotal rows and let Ω′ ⊆ Ω be the non-pivots corresponding to cross
cycles δ(i)e . In particular we can then use the periods {
∫
(γl)>
η} for l ∈ Ω \Ω′ together with χe for e ∈ Ω′
and νi for i ∈ L(Γ)• as local coordinates on V˜σ ∩ D˜.
Similarly, we can use
∫
(γl)>
η, for all l ∈ Ω \ Ω′, as coordinates on V lim, and thus piσ is a submersion
near b˜0. 
The proof of Proposition 8.3. We now have all the necessary ingredients for the proof of Proposi-
tion 8.3, it is a matter of summarizing what we have proved so far.
Proof of Proposition 8.3. We have seen in Proposition 8.9 that V˜σ is smooth at any point of pi−1σ (DΓ),
thus proving (3). Furthermore, Proposition 8.9 also shows that (piσ)|V˜σ∩pi−1σ (DΓ) is open and maps into
V lim by Corollary 8.8, and we have thus proved (4).
We now address the lifting properties of short arcs (1) and (2). Let f : ∆ → B be a short arc with
σ f = σ. Since f∗(pi1(∆∗, x0)) = 〈σ f 〉, there exists a lift f˜ ◦ : ∆∗ → LPSσ. More explicitly, we can
write
(8.7) ti = zσie2piiνi(z), se = zσee2piiχe(z), η = η(z),
where νi and χe are holomorphic. And in particular it follows that νi and χe are holomorphic at z = 0.
Recall that on LPSσ there exists either a level i with νi = 0 or a horizontal node e with χe = 0. We
assume that νi = 0 for some i, the other case can be treated analogously. After a change of coordinates
z 7→ ze2pii
νi(z)
σi we can arrange that νi(z) = 0 and then define
f˜ ◦(z) := (z, (νi(z))i, (χe(z))e, η).
Since f is holomorphic at the origin, f˜ ◦ extends to a short arc f˜ : ∆ → B. Now suppose f is an
M-disk and W a period chart containing x0, then f (∆) ∩W ⊆ V ∩W and by eq. (8.5) the lift f˜ maps
into V˜σ, thus showing (1).
Similarly, if g : ∆ → V˜σ is a short arc on (V˜σ, V˜σ ∩ D˜) passing through a preimage of x0 on, then
by eq. (8.5) the composition piσ ◦ g is an M-disk. This proves (2). 
8.4. Multiple components. So far we assumed that M is locally irreducible near b0. In general we
can write M = ∪αMα locally near b0 where Mα are the finitely many, local irreducible components of
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Figure 11. A smooth genus 7 curve
M. For every α we choose a base point xα and a subspace Vα such that Mα coincides with Vα near xα.
We can then apply Proposition 8.2 to each irreducible component Mα and thus obtain
∂M ∩ U =
⋃
α
V limα
for a suitable neighborhood U. In particular ∂M is defined by a finite union of linear subspaces at
any boundary point b0 ∈ ∂M ∩ DΓ and this finishes the proof of Theorem 1.2 for the case of multiple
components.
9. An example
We now demonstrate how to obtain the linear equations on the boundary from the linear equations
on a nearby smooth surface in an example. We stress that we do not claim that there exists an actual
linear subvariety which is locally defined by those linear equations; the example is only hypothetical.
In Figure 11 we see a smooth genus 7 curve Σ, just chosen sufficiently complicated to illustrate all
possible phenomena. We consider the degeneration X obtained by simultaneously pinching the cycles
λi, i = 1, . . . , 6, with normalization X˜ → X. By abuse of notation we denote homology cycles on X
and Σ with the same name. The level structure on Γ can be seen in Figure 12.
We note that the image of the vanishing cycles in H1(Σ \ P,Z) is generated by 〈λ1, λ2〉. Furthermore,
the images of {α1, γ1, γ2, δ1, δ2, γ3, γ4, β} on the stable curve X can be extended to a Γ-adapted basis.
The advantage of using a Γ-adapted basis is that we can read off the equations directly. We assume
that at all vertical nodes the number of prongs is one, i.e. κe = 1.
Suppose M ⊆ H(µ) were a linear subvariety which locally near Σ is given by the linear equations
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Figure 12. The level graph Γ
∫
α
ω +
∫
γ2
ω + 3
∫
β
ω = 0,(9.1) ∫
γ1
ω +
∫
γ5
ω = 0,(9.2)
3
∫
δ1
ω − 5
∫
δ2
ω = 0,(9.3)
3
∫
λ1
ω − 10
∫
λ2
ω = 0.(9.4) ∫
γ3
ω =
∫
γ4
ω.(9.5)
Before describing the linear equations of ∂M ∩ D
Γ
we describe the implications of Proposition 7.6 in
this case. Since eq. (9.4) crosses the horizontal vanishing cycles δ1 and δ2 there has to be an additional
equation of the form
3
(
m1
∫
λ1
ω + m3
∫
λ3
ω + m3
∫
λ6
ω
)
− 5
(
m2
∫
λ2
ω + m3
∫
λ3
ω + m3
∫
λ6
ω
)
.(9.6)
for some positive integers m1,m2 and m3. Here we used that the number of prongs at λ3 and λ6 is both
one, thus the coefficient m3 is the same for both of them. Note that λ3 + λ6 = 0 since the sum of the
two vanishing cycles is separating. We decide for the sake of an example, that m1 = 1,m2 = 2 and
thus eq. (9.6) reduces to eq. (9.3). Similarly, the equation
∫
γ1
ω +
∫
γ5
ω = 0 forces a linear equation
m3
∫
λ3
ω + m3
∫
λ6
ω = 0.
Since λ6 = −λ3 this equation is vacuously true and thus does not impose an additional constraint.
We now describe the linear equations defining ∂M ∩ D
Γ
near X. For each of the defining equations
F ∈ H1(Σ \ P,Z) for M we repeat the following steps.
(1) Determine the top level >(F) and write F = ∑k dkγk in a Γ-adapted basis
(2) If the equation F is a horizontal-crossing cycle , delete it.
(3) Otherwise, restrict F to its top level >(F), i.e. we consider f>(F)(F) in the language of Sec-
tion 4. The resulting cycle then defines an equation for the boundary ∂M ∩ D
Γ
at level >(F).
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Figure 13. The nornalization X˜
First, since eq. (9.3) crosses the horizontal vanishing cycles λ1 and λ2, we omit it for the equations
of ∂M ∩ D
Γ
. We then restrict all equations to their respective level. The equations eqs. (9.1), (9.2)
and (9.4) are of level 0, while eq. (9.5) is of level −1. When restricting eq. (9.1) we loose ∫
β
ω since
`(β) = −1. We thus arrive at the following equations
∫
α
η +
∫
γ2
η = 0,(9.7) ∫
(γ1)>
η −
∫
(γ5)>
η = 0,(9.8)
3
∫
λ1
η − 10
∫
λ2
η = 0.(9.9) ∫
γ3
η =
∫
γ4
η.(9.10)
We remark that the global residue condition for Γ imposes the additional constraint
∫
λ3
η =
∫
λ6
η, that
does not come from the linear equations for M.
10. Comparing the linear structures
We now give a coordinate-free way of interpreting the linear equations for ∂M on the boundary,
which will give the final and most precise formulation of Theorem 1.2 . Again we suppose that M is
locally irreducible near b0 and for the general case we just apply the results on each local irreducible
component separately. We still use the same setup as in Section 7.3
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10.1. The specialization map. Suppose Tx0 M = V ⊆ H1(Xx0 \ Px0 ,Zx0) is the linear subspace defin-
ing M near x0. In the course of the proof of Theorem 1.2 we described how to obtain the subspace
defining ∂M in terms of defining equations. We consider an equation in H1(Σ \ P,Z) as an element of
the dual H1(Σ\P,Z). Suppose
F =
∑
l
Al[γl] ∈ H1(Xx0 \ Px0 ,Zx0)
is an equation vanishing on V of level i. If F is a horizontal-crossing cycle we want to ignore F and
otherwise we restrict it to its top level to obtain an equation vanishing on ∂M. Using the vertical
filtration Wi and the maps fi, αi from Section 4.3 we can now phrase this as follows.
Proposition 10.1. Let M be a linear subvariety, b0 ∈ ∂M∩DΓ and x0 ∈ Mreg∩(B \ D). Then ∂M∩DΓ
is given by the linear subvariety
p
 ⋂
i∈L(Γ)
( f ∗i )
−1(α∗i (V))
 ⊆ H1(0)(X) × ∏
i∈L(Γ)•
PH1(i)(X)
GRC ,
where p :
∏
i∈L(Γ) H
1
(i)(X)
GRC → H1(0)(X) ×
∏
i∈L(Γ)• PH
1
(i)(X)
GRC is the natural quotient map.
Proof. We write V = Ann(E) where E ⊆ H1(Xx0 \ Px0 ,Zx0) are the linear equations defining V . More
explicitly E =
(
H1(Xx0 \ Px0 ,Zx0)/V
)∗
. We define
Eres :=
⊕
i∈L(Γ)
fi(E ∩Wi) ⊆
⊕
i∈L(Γ)
H1
(
Σcut(i) \P,Z ∪ Λver,+(i)
)
/GRC(i)
Note that ⊕
i∈L(Γ)
H1
(
Σcut(i) \P,Z ∪ Λver,+(i)
)
/GRC(i)

∗
=
⊕
i∈L(Γ)
H1
(
Σ(i),Z ∪ Λ+,ver(i)
)GRC
.
The restriction E ∩Wi corresponds to all equations with top level ≤ i which do not pass through any
horizontal nodes and fi(E ∩ Wi) is then generated by their restrictions to level i. Thus, by Proposi-
tion 8.2 and the explicit form of the equations eq. (7.9), we see that Eres are the defining equations for
∂M in a neighborhood of b0. In particular ∂M is given by the linear subspace Ann(Eres).
It thus remains to show that
Ann(Eres) = ∩i∈L(Γ)( f ∗i )−1(α∗i (V))).
We recall some simple facts about annihilators. Suppose A ⊆ B,C,V ⊆ A∗ are finite-dimensional vec-
tor spaces and T : B → C is a linear map. Then Ann(Ann(V)) = V and T−1(Ann(V)) = Ann(T ∗(V)).
We thus compute
Ann(Eres) = ∩i∈L(Γ) Ann( fi(α−1i (E)))
= ∩i∈L(Γ)( f ∗i )−1(Ann(α−1i (E)))
= ∩i∈L(Γ)( f ∗i )−1(α∗i (V))).

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Remark 10.2. We now explain how Proposition 10.1 relates to the results of [MW15]. Since fi is
surjective, its dual f ∗i is injective, and we can identify ( f
∗
i )
−1(α∗i (V)) with its image inside W
∗
i . We
obtain
( f ∗i )
−1(α∗i (V)) ' α∗i (V) ∩ Im( f ∗i ) = α∗i (V) ∩ Ann(ker fi) ⊆ W∗i .
In the special case whereH(µ) is a stratum of holomorphic differentials and Γ has no horizontal nodes,
we have H1(Σ \ P,Z) = L0 = W0 and L1 = W1 = ker( f0). In this case the tangent space for the top
level part only is given by
( f ∗0 )
−1(V) ' V ∩ Ann(W1).
This coincides with the tangent space description of [MW15, Thm 2.9]. We stress that the space of
vanishing cycles [MW15] coincides with W1 in our notation and should not be confused with Λ.
11. The boundary in the “WYSIWYG” partial compactification
We now show how to quickly deduce Theorem 1.4 from Proposition 10.1, reproving one of the main
results of [CW19].
First we recall some of the setup. For a multi-scale differential (X, η) we define pi(X, η) = (X(0), ω(0))
to be the top level projection and recall the partial compactification
H˜(µ) := ΞMg,n(µ)/(pi(X, η)) ' pi(X′, η′)).
with the natural projection map p : ΞMg,n(µ) → H˜(µ). The fibers of p are compact, since they are
given by a cover of a finite union ∪µ′ PΞMg′,n′(µ′).
We now fix a boundary point (X∞, ω∞) ∈ p(∂M) in a stratum H(ω∞). Our goal is to show that
p(∂M) ∩ H(ω∞) is a finite union of linear subvarieties. While Chen and Wright [CW19, Thm. 1.1]
show that H˜(µ) is not a complex analytic space and in general p is only continuous, the restriction
p|p−1(H(ω∞)) : p
−1(H(ω∞)) → H(ω∞) is in fact, algebraic and proper. Thus p(∂M) ∩ H(ω∞) is
algebraic. Furthermore, we have computed at each point of p−1(X∞, ω∞) ∩ (∂M ∩ DΓ) the linear
equations defining ∂M ∩ D
Γ
. We now want to show that there are only finitely many different linear
equations for the top level when we vary over p−1(X∞, ω∞) ∩ ∂M. While so far we have worked on
each open boundary component D
Γ
separately, p maps different boundary strata intoH(ω∞) and thus
[CW19, Thm 1.2] does not just follow as part of the statements we proved. Before we can proceed
with the proof we thus need some preparation.
Given (X, η) ∈ p−1(X∞, ω∞)∩DΓ our first goal is to determine which nearby boundary strata map into
p−1(X∞, ω∞). Let B ⊆ ΞMg,n(µ) be a small chart containing (X, η).
We define
D−1 := {t−1 = 0} ⊆ B.
Thus D−1 is a union of boundary strata, corresponding to undegenerations of Γ with the same top
level graph as Γ. Since on H˜(µ) all zeroes and preimages of nodes are marked, we have the following
observation.
Lemma 11.1. Let (X, η) ∈ B ∩ p−1(X∞, ω∞) as above. Then
B ∩ p−1(X∞, ω∞) ⊆ D−1.
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We need to study the asymptotic of log periods on D−1. While the general asymptotic for undegen-
erations is complicated, for paths of top level 0 there is a formula, similar to Theorem 5.2. We only
state it in the case of curves not crossing horizontal nodes but it can be adapted in general.
Lemma 11.2. Let γ be a path of top level 0 not crossing any horizontal nodes. Then
ψγ(b) =
∫
γ(b)>
η
for all b ∈ D−1.
Note that this shows that the top level equations for ∂M ∩ D
Γ
are constant on D−1, at least along a
local irreducible component of ∂M.
Proof. The proof ofTheorem 5.2 works almost verbatim, the only difference is that υ−1b0 (ςe(b0)) = p0
is only true for nodes with `(e+) = 0 since the modifying differential on the top level vanishes.
Thus at nodes with `(e+) = 0 we have∫ υ−1(η,t,h)(ς(η,t,h))
p0
η = O(t−1).
On lower levels, we only know that υ−1b0 (ςe(b0)) is bounded, but the integrand is divisible by t−1 and
thus ∫ υ−1(η,t,h)(ς(η,t,h))
p0
(t ? η + ξ) = O(t−1)
as well. 
We have now assembled all the tools to give an independent proof of Theorem 1.4.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let (X∞, ω∞) ∈ ∂M ∩ H˜(µ). For each y ∈ W := p−1(X∞, ω∞) we let Γ(y)
be the associated enhanced level graph. For each y ∈ W \ ∂M we choose a neighborhood Uy of y
in ΞMg,n(µ) such that Uy ∩ M = ∅ and for each y ∈ M we choose Uy such that Uy ∩ M has only
finitely many irreducible components and Uy ∩ DΓ satisfies the conditions of Proposition 8.2 for each
local irreducible component. We write ∂M ∩ D
Γ
∩ Uy = ∪βMβ(y) as a union of its local irreducible
components. We choose arbitrary points zβ(y) in Mβ(y) ∩ H(µ) and let Vβ(y) = Tzβ(y)Mβ(y) be the
corresponding tangent space. Note that so far in Proposition 8.2 we assumed that zα(y) is a smooth
point of M. We now claim that this assumption can be removed as follows.
In a small period chart around zβ(y) we can choose a smooth point of Mβ(y) and then transport the
linear subspace for the given branch via the Gauss-Manin connection to zβ(y).
We set V (0)β (y) := ( f
∗
0 )
−1(α0)∗(Vβ(y)). In the case ω∞ has no simple poles, by Remark 10.2, we can
identify V (0)β (y) with the intersection of the tangent space to Mβ(y) at zβ(y) and the tangent space to
H(ω∞).
We can assume that Uyl = U
′
yl × U′′yl is a product of polydisks where U′yl ⊆ H1(X(0) \ P(0),Z(0)) is a
polydisk in the coordinates of the top level. By compactness of W we can cover W ∩ ∂M by finitely
many Uy1 , . . . ,Uyl with yk ∈ ∂M. We set U := ∩lk=1U′yk .
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We claim that
∂M ∩H(ω∞) ∩ U =
l⋃
k=1
⋃
β
V (0)β (yk) ∩ U.
Let (xn) be a sequence in M converging to (X′∞, ω′∞) ∈ U ∩ p(∂M). After removing finitely many
elements of the sequence, the sequence is contained in ∪lk=1Uyk . We partition it into subsequences
(x(k)n ) contained in Uyk . After passing to a subsequence we can assume that (x
(k)
n ) converges to
x(k) ∈ ∂M ∩ Uyk . Now if x(k) lies in the same open boundary component DΓ as yk, it follows from
Proposition 10.1 that p(x(k)) ∈ V (0)β (yk)) for some β. If x lies in an undegeneration, then it follows first
from Lemma 11.1 that x(l) ∈ D−1 and then the claim follows from Lemma 11.2.
On the other hand if x(k) ∈ V (0)β (yk)) ∩ U, then we construct a multi-scale differential (X, η) by gluing
x(k) and the lower level parts of yk. Since the equations are level-wise, it follows that (X, ω) is contained
in Uyk ∩ ∂M, and thus there exists a sequence (xn) in M converging to (X, η) and by continuity (xn)
converges to x(k) in H˜(µ). This proves the first claim.
The second claim follows since we can choose zβ(y) arbitrarily inside the branch Mβ(y) and thus can
take zβ(y) = xn.

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